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From the Editor

With this annual report, the Department of Optoelectronics at the University of Ulm gives an overview of its research activities. The opening article *Continuing Progress* characterizes the work at the Department over the last year.

The annual report consists of 19 articles followed by a list of Ph.D. and diploma theses, publications, talks and conference contributions in 1995.

I like to thank Dr. Jürgen Mähnß for writing a \LaTeX\ style which allowed simple handling of graphics for this report. Additionally, I want to thank Prof. Dr. Peter Unger who thoroughly refereed the manuscript and in so doing contributed to its final form. Also I like to thank all the authors who contributed their work to the report.

Finally, I wish to all my colleagues a successful and fruitful work in the year 1996.

Arthur Pelzmann
Continuing Progress

The year 1995 was another successful one for the Department of Optoelectronics. Research concentrated in the four main areas: vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser diodes (VCSELs), optical interconnect systems, wide bandgap semiconductors and high power laser diodes. Outstanding results were obtained in the VCSEL group, where 47 % electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency, more than 50 mW maximum cw output power and laser operation from -90 °C to 120 °C were demonstrated. The systems group for the first time world-wide applied VCSELs for transmission in optical interconnects at data rates of 10 Gbit/s. The wide-bandgap semiconductor group now existing for about one year has produced state-of-the-art GaN using both gas-source molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE) or newly-installed metal-organic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE). The high power laser diode group has made steady progress in improving device performance now achieving more than 1 Watt cw output power in non heat sunked devices.

During spring, Prof. Kowalsky’s former group (mainly involved in organic semiconductors) finally moved to Braunschweig. Meanwhile, this severe loss has been more than compensated by the nice activities in high-power lasers, nanolithography, and dry etching by Peter Unger who in his second year in the Department not only was extremely active in research but also introduced a very popular course on nanostructures and technology. In October, Torsten Wipiejveski rejoined the Department after a two-year postdoc time at the University of California, Santa Barbara. He is going to strengthen the activities in long-wavelength VCSELs and wafer fusion. The textbook K.J. Ebeling, Integrated Optoelectronics, Springer 1993, was newly listed in the distinguished Book Club of the Optical Society of America.

In total, there have been 15 semester theses and 18 diploma theses completed in 1995 in the Department. Four members of the Department, Eberhard Zeeb, Bernd Moeller, Andreas Fricke, and Christoph Rompf received their Ph.D. degrees and now hold attractive positions in industry or as in the case of Christoph are in a postdoc position at the Technical University of Braunschweig. The 13 research projects of the Department are generously supported by the German Science Foundation, the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology, the ACTs Program of the European Community, the NEDO Program of the Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry, the Volkswagenstiftung, German Telekom and Daimler-Benz Research, which is gratefully acknowledged. Summaries of the activities are found in the following articles.

The year 1995 has been an evolutionary period for the Department with some important extensions in the areas of high-power laser diodes and GaN based devices. The Head of the Department has finished his duties as the Dean of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering but has been elected to now serve as the Vice-President of the University responsible for research. The Department is looking forward to an exciting year 1996.

Karl Joachim Ebeling
Ulm, January 1996
Digital Video Transmission Using Top-Emitting VCSELs

Peter Schnitzer

Digital video transmission is a suitable application for VCSELs. Data rates of up to 270 Mbit/s per channel require high-speed transmitters with low bit error rates. Though there are no cheap digital video components available yet, the digital era has already begun with the Astra 1E satellite being in service for several months now.

1. Introduction

Ever since television was invented television signals have been broadcasted in composite analogue form. When color TV was first introduced, the need to retain compatibility with monochrome TV sets led to encoding the color information into a composite signal. Though it was recognized that encoding and decoding reduce the picture quality, these were negligible compared to transmission errors in these pioneer years of television. More recently, some TV stations have upgraded their equipment to use component analogue signals in order to achieve higher picture quality. In particular, this is very important to realize noise-free multigeneration recording. Therefore, the 4:2:2 component signal has been chosen for several digital formats such as D-1.

2. Digital Video Formats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>Bits</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D-1</td>
<td>Component</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>8 - 10</td>
<td>High end post, Cost prohibitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4:2:2</td>
<td>(19 mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-2</td>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Broadcast workhorse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4f&lt;sub&gt;sc&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>(19 mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-3</td>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Answer to D-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4f&lt;sub&gt;sc&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>(13 mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Established DVTR formats [1].

Digital TV signals demand digital video tape recorders (DVTR). The first commercially available DVTRs recorded 8-bit component 4:2:2 signals [1], and the format became known as D-1. The outstanding advantage of the D-1 format is, that it uses the same 13.5-MHz sampling frequency for both 525- and 625-line television signals. This does not mean that a signal that has been recorded on one standard may be played back on the other, but that the hardware is identical for both. The composite based digital formats such as D-2 and D-3 have chosen 4f<sub>sc</sub> (4 times the subcarrier) signals and require different hardware for 525- and 625-signals. Sometimes the hardware compatibility is less important than inexpensively noise-free multigeneration recording. Therefore, the D-2 and D-3 standards have been established. An overview of these standards is given in Tab. 1. About two years ago some other less expensive standards were introduced
into the marketplace - DCT, Digital Betacam and D-5. All are component DVTRs. DCT and Digital Betacam use compression, while D-5 uses no compression and is compatible with D-3. None of these new tape formats are compatible with each other as can be seen in Tab. 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Tape</th>
<th>Bits</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>Component 4:2:2</td>
<td>3/4&quot; (19 mm)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Uses compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Betacam</td>
<td>Component 4:2:2</td>
<td>1/2&quot; (13 mm)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Some models play Betacam Uses compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-5</td>
<td>Component 4:2:2</td>
<td>1/2&quot; (13 mm)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Compatible with D-3 No compression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: New DVTR formats [1].

3. Signal Formats

When a signal is sampled at 4:2:2, a 10-bit word (1024 levels) is written by taking a sample across all three channels Y, R-Y, B-Y or Y, U, V [1]. This is called a co-sited sample and is referred as Y, Cr, Cb. A sample of the Y channel alone is then taken and then another co-sited sample, and so on, alternating between Y and Y, Cr, Cb. These samples are taken at a frequency of 13.5 MHz for the Y channel and 6.75 MHz for the color-difference channels R-Y and B-Y. When multiplexed, the resultant sample frequency is 27 MHz. When a signal is sampled at 4f_sc, a 10-bit word is written at a rate of 14.3 MHz in NTSC and 17.73 MHz in PAL [2]. The entire signal is sampled, including the horizontal and vertical blanking intervals, containing sync pulses and the color burst. Tab. 3 shows the parallel clock rates and serial data rates of the different formats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Parallel Clock Rate</th>
<th>Serial Data Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4f_sc - NTSC</td>
<td>14.3 MHz</td>
<td>143 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4f_sc - PAL</td>
<td>17.7 MHz</td>
<td>177 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:2:2</td>
<td>27 MHz</td>
<td>270 Mbit/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Sampling and serial rates [1].

4. Experimental Setup

In order to demonstrate the capability of surface emitters we have chosen the studio quality D-1 standard demanding the highest data rate of 270 Mbit/s. The experimental setup of the transmission line is illustrated in Fig. 1. Since there are no cheap digital video sources available yet, we use a common VTR which delivers a FBAS signal. A converter is used to transform this composite signal to a component YUV signal that is fed to an A/D converter and then multiplexed. The biased laser is modulated with the resultant D-1 signal shown in Fig. 2. The surface emitter is butt coupled to a multi-mode fiber while a coupling efficiency of 90% can be
achieved [3]. The optical D-1 signal is detected with a Si-APD then amplified and fed to a demultiplexer. A D/A converter transforms the incoming digital signal to an analogue composite FBAS signal again. Finally, this FBAS signal is displayed on a common video monitor.

![Fig. 1: Experimental setup.](image)

**Fig. 2:** Eye diagram of the electrical D-1 signal the surface emitter is modulated with.

5. Outlook

According to the 10 Gbit/s data transmission at a bit error rate of less than $10^{-11}$ demonstrated earlier [4], vertical-cavity lasers are suitable for fiber-based digital video broadcasting. Theoretically, a VCSEL can simultaneously transmit up to 37 D-1 channels or, even more impressive, up to 156,250 64 kbit/s ISDN channels for video conferences [5]. It has yet to be shown what bit error rate is acceptable for practically error-free digital video transmission.
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Delayed Self-Heterodyne Linewidth Measurement of Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser Diodes

Christian Jung, Wolfgang Schmid

The linewidth measurement of VCSELS using an heterodyne detection system is presented. The minimum linewidth without any optical feedback is as narrow as 35 MHz. A linewidth power product of 14 mW·MHz is obtained. The measured linewidth enhancement factor is \( \alpha_H = -5 \).

1. Introduction
Vertical-cavity surface-emitting-laser diodes (VCSEL) with a low linewidth of about 30 MHz [1] and an \( \alpha_H \) parameter of -3.7 [3] have been fabricated. In the measurement, a grating spectrometer and a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer are used for the optical spectrum analysis. The typical resolution limits are 10 GHz and 10 MHz in the visible and near infrared wavelength regions, respectively. An alternative method to measure the field spectrum of a laser diode is to use a heterodyne detection system. In such a system, the light of the laser under test is frequency mixed with a local oscillator light. The optical frequency is down-converted to the intermediate frequency (IF). The maximum IF is limited by the receiver bandwidth. Moreover, the spectral width of the local oscillator must be much narrower than that of the laser under test. The spectral resolution limit is practically given by the spectral width of the local oscillator. However, it is rather difficult to prepare such a frequency-stabilized and spectrum-purified local oscillator. To overcome this difficulty, we use a technique, called delayed self-heterodyne method. It offers a resolution of 100 kHz without any difficulty.

2. Experimental Setup for Delayed Self-Heterodyne Method
The experimental setup to determine the linewidth of VCSEL is shown in Fig. 1. The laser diode is driven by a current source which is controlled to be better than 10 \( \mu A \). The VCSEL is butt coupled to a 3-dB single-mode fiber directional coupler. The output from one arm is delayed by the time \( \tau_d \) using a single-mode fiber of 1 km length. This offers a resolution of 150 kHz. Additional to time delay the light passes through a polarization converter and is frequency shifted by a LiNbO$_3$ phase modulator. The converter is necessary to polarize the light in \( z \) direction to achieve a maximum modulation. The output of the other arm only passes through a polarization converter. Both beams are then superimposed into another 3-dB coupler. One branch of the superimposed light reaches a grating spectrometer, where the spectrum without modulation is observed. The second branch is detected by a photo diode, amplified and then recorded by a RF spectrum analyzer. In the branch which includes the phase modulator and the single-mode fiber for delay time we can take losses of nearly 10 dB into account.

3. Theory
In this section, the spectrum of the heterodyne method is evaluated. For our calculation we neglect AM noise fluctuations and assume that both waves will have the same polarization. The
electric field of the investigated laser can be written as \( \mathbf{E}_s = \hat{\mathbf{E}}_s \exp\{i[\omega_s t + \Phi_s(t)]\} \) and the local oscillator as \( \mathbf{E}_l = \hat{\mathbf{E}}_l \exp\{i[\omega_l t + \Phi_l(t)]\} \). The electric field of the superimposed waves then is \( \mathbf{E} = \mathbf{E}_s + \mathbf{E}_l \). The current of the photodiode is proportionally to the square of the incident electric field and can be expressed by

\[
I_{Ph}(t) \sim \mathbf{E}^* \mathbf{E}^* = (\hat{\mathbf{E}}_s^2 + \hat{\mathbf{E}}_l^2) + 2 \hat{\mathbf{E}}_s \hat{\mathbf{E}}_l \cos \{\Delta \omega t + [\Phi_s(t) - \Phi_l(t)]\} .
\]

We see that Eq. (1) obtains the difference frequency (intermediate frequency IF) of both lasers. The autocorrelation function is

\[
A_{I_{Ph}} = \left[ \hat{\mathbf{E}}_s^2 + \hat{\mathbf{E}}_l^2 \right]^2 + 2 \hat{\mathbf{E}}_s \hat{\mathbf{E}}_l \cos \{\Delta \omega t\} \exp \{-\sigma^2 \{\Phi(t)\}\} ,
\]

where \( \sigma \) represents the variance of the phase. Now we get the spectrum by calculating the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function

\[
S_{I_{Ph}}(f) = \left[ \hat{\mathbf{E}}_s^2 + \hat{\mathbf{E}}_l^2 \right]^2 \delta(f) + \frac{\hat{\mathbf{E}}_s^2 \hat{\mathbf{E}}_l^2}{\pi f_\Delta} \left[ \frac{f_\Delta}{f^2 + [f - \Delta f]^2} + \frac{f_\Delta}{f^2 + [f + \Delta f]^2} \right] ,
\]

where \( f_\Delta \) is the FWHM given by \( [2] \) and \( \Delta f \) is the intermediate frequency. Note that the obtained Lorentzian lineshape has a FWHM which is twice as large as that of the original laser. Since we use a delayed self-heterodyne method, the frequency of one beam has to be shifted to the wanted intermediate frequency. For this case we obtain the spectrum as

\[
S_{I_{Ph}}(f) = \left[ \hat{\mathbf{E}}_s^2 + \hat{\mathbf{E}}_l^2 \right]^2 \delta(f) + \frac{2 \hat{\mathbf{E}}_s^2 \hat{\mathbf{E}}_l^2}{\pi f_\Delta} \sum_{j=-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{J^2_j(\mu)}{1 + \left[ \frac{f - j f_m}{f_\Delta} \right]^2} ,
\]

where \( J \) is the Bessel function, \( f_m \) the modulation frequency and \( \mu \) the modulation index. The spectrum repeats with the modulation frequency \( f_m \), the amplitude is given by the Bessel
functions. To avoid an overlap between the individual Lorentzian lineshapes, the modulation frequency has to be twice as large as the linewidth.

4. Results

Fig. 2 shows a typical light versus current characteristic of a proton implanted laser structure of 16 µm active diameter, which has been investigated. The threshold current is 2.3 mA corresponding to a threshold current density of $j = 1$ kA/cm$^2$. The maximum output power is 1 mW and is only restricted by the thermal roll over.

![Graph showing light output and driving voltage characteristics of a laser with 16 µm active region](image1)

**Fig. 2:** Light output and driving voltage characteristics of a laser with 16 µm active region

![3D graph showing logarithmic spectra of 16 µm laser for different driving currents](image2)

**Fig. 3:** Logarithmic spectra of 16 µm laser for different driving currents
In a wide range to 7 mA the laser only oscillates in one polarization. The logarithmic spectra for different currents are depicted in Fig. 3. The emission at a wavelength of about 957.1 nm occurs in a single longitudinal and transverse mode up to a current of 7 mA.

Higher-order transverse modes in the spectrum appear at 7.4 mA. The mode suppression of the next transverse-order mode is better than 20 dB. Fig. 4 shows the recorded linewidth as a function of the inverse output power. The experimental data for all measured linewidths are very well approximated by a linear regression curve resulting in a linewidth power product of 14 mW·MHz. For infinite output the residual linewidth reaches 4 MHz.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 4:** Linewidth as a function of inverse output power. The residual linewidth is 4 MHz.

**Fig. 5:** Linewidth in dependence of the feedback level.

Due to the fact that no isolator is used we have to regard optical feedback effects of the VCSEL. The linewidth in dependence of the feedback level at the photo diode is depicted in Fig. 5. To investigate the influence of the feedback, we vary the spacing between fiber and VCSEL to control the insertion loss. For 67 dB feedback, we obtain a very low linewidth of 20 MHz. The linewidth without any feedback can be approximated with an upper limit of nearly 35 MHz.

Since we obtain a very narrow linewidth it is interesting to investigate the corresponding $\alpha_H$ factor. The $\alpha_H$ parameter can be obtained as [4]

$$\alpha_H = -\frac{2\hat{\beta}}{m},$$

from the frequency and intensity modulation indices $\hat{\beta}$ and $m$, respectively. The experimental setup for the measurement of the linewidth enhancement factor is described in [3].

A typical optical spectrum recorded with a confocal scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer is depicted in Fig. 6. The laser has been biased at a current of 5 mA and modulated with a modulation depth of $m = 0.38$ at a frequency of 1.5 GHz. The frequency modulation index $\hat{\beta}$ is numerically evaluated from the relative sideband strenghts [4]. A $\alpha_H$ parameter of -5 is determined, the sign is calculated from the asymmetric sidebands, which occurs at a frequency of 0.5 GHz [5].
5. Summary

The linewidth measurement of VCSELs using a delayed self-heterodyne method has been shown. Extremely low linewidths of less than 35 MHz have been observed. The setup allows to determine the linewidth with less sensitivity against vibrations and an easier adjustment than using a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer. In the future a fiber isolator must be used to avoid optical feedback effects. Instead using a LiNbO$_3$ phase modulator, an acoustic optical modulator (AOM) with a modulation frequency of 80 MHz should be used. Future work will be devoted to investigations of highly-efficient selectively-oxidized single-mode VCSELs.
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10 Gbit/s Data Transmission Using Top Surface-Emitting Vertical-Cavity Laser Diodes

Ulrich Fiedler, Peter Schnitzer

Intensity modulated proton-implanted top surface-emitting vertical-cavity lasers (VCSELs) with a small signal modulation bandwidth of 12 GHz butt-coupled to multi-mode fibers are investigated as light source for optical interconnection. At 10 Gbit/s pseudo random data rates, the bit error rate (BER) remains under $10^{-11}$ after transmission over 500 m of graded-index multi-mode fiber. Optimum transmission behavior is achieved for linearly polarized nearly single-mode laser operation with a side-mode suppression of better than 25 dB under modulation. Spectral characterization indicates that linearly polarized single-mode light output is essential for good BER performance.

1. Introduction
Performance of short wavelength (λ=850/980 nm) proton implanted vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) has improved significantly in the past years such that these devices are now considered as transmitters for optical communication applications alternatively to in plane lasers [1]. The electrical problem of excessive voltage drop in the VCSEL Bragg reflectors and low conversion efficiency has been solved by using modulation and δ-doping at the heterointerfaces [2] and threshold voltages close to the bandgap voltage has been demonstrated by several groups [3,4]. At the present status, VCSELs are investigated as transmitters for short distant data links, board-to-board communication and optical interconnection. Properties such as formation of two-dimensional arrays [5], easy on-wafer testing and low-divergent light output perpendicular to the wafer allowing efficient fiber coupling [6] promise low-cost production. Additionally, bias-free modulation can be expected from oxidized VCSELs where high wall-plug efficiencies [7] and threshold currents below 10 μA have been demonstrated [8]. To achieve low-cost solutions, VCSEL transmitters will be installed with large-core plastic-clad fibers [9] or graded-index multi-mode fiber where transmission of 3 Gbit/s has been reported over 500 m length [10,11].

In this report we study the emission characteristics of VCSELs with 12 GHz optical modulation bandwidth. Transmission of 10 Gbit/s pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) data rates with a bit error rate of less than $10^{-11}$ is achieved for both back to back testing and transmission over 500 m of graded index multi-mode fiber.

2. Device Structure and Modulation Response
The VCSEL used for the transmission experiment is described in [2]. It is grown in < 100 > direction and contains 3 8 nm thick strained InGaAs quantum wells embedded in GaAs barriers surrounded by Al$_{0.35}$Ga$_{0.65}$As layers for efficient carrier confinement. The active region is sandwiched between two Bragg reflectors where the bottom and the top reflector consists of 35.5 periods and 28 periods of GaAs/Al$_{0.7}$Ga$_{0.3}$As layers, respectively. A TiPtAu top ring p-contact is used to achieve both, good ohmic contacts as well as light emission through the top Bragg reflector at 980 nm.
To measure the modulation characteristics free of parasitics laser diodes are processed in 250 µm pitch ground-signal configuration and contacted with microwave probes. The modulated light is detected with a 15 GHz bandwidth InGaAs pin photodiode and recorded with a RF spectrum analyzer. Fig. 1 depicts the measured small-signal amplitude modulation behavior of a laser diode with 13 µm active diameter and 10 µm emission window aperture. The modulation bandwidth increases with increasing driving current. The maximum electrical and optical bandwidth obtained at 1.03 mW optical output is 11.2 GHz and 12 GHz, respectively.

3. Emission Characteristics

Fig. 2 shows the polarization resolved output characteristics of the VCSEL with 13 µm active diameter and 10 µm emission window. Above the threshold current of 1.5 mA the laser oscillates in the linear polarization state $P_\parallel$. At 2.6 mA polarization switching to the orthogonal eigenstate is observed which might be due to a change in crystallographic strain induced by the current. Since the frequency splitting of the nearly degenerate orthogonal eigenstates is less than the 0.1 nm resolution bandwidth of the grating spectrometer [12], the polarization modes are not resolved in the emission spectra depicted in Fig. 3. Above 4.3 mA the LP$_{11}$ mode appears 0.3 nm blue shifted and orthogonally polarized to the fundamental LP$_{01}$ mode. The power in the LP$_{01}$ and the LP$_{11}$ equal at approximately 6 mA where again a polarization mode transition occurs. A third transverse mode oscillates for currents higher than 8.4 mA.

4. Bit Error Rate Measurement

For high bit rate data transmission the VCSELs with short feeding lines and bondpads are connected to SMA sockets. The electrical 3 dB frequency of the packaged device is 9 GHz. Bias current and 10 Gbit/s PRBS are combined in a bias-tee. After transmission over 500 m of multi-mode fiber the signal is attenuated, and focused on a 15 GHz bandwidth InGaAs
Fig. 3: Emission spectra of 10/13 μm VCSEL for various bias currents.  Fig. 4: Eye diagram at 10 Gbit/s PRBS modulation at a BER of 10⁻⁹.

photodiode. Focal spot size is smaller than the active diameter of 50 μm of the photodiode such that modal noise is negligible. The electrical signal is amplified in two stages and fed to an electrical sampling oscilloscope and the bit error detector. Fig. 4 depicts the eye diagram at a BER of 10⁻⁹. The eye opening is symmetric though laser relaxation oscillation is observed when switching from low to high level. The results of the transmission experiments are summarized in Fig. 5 where full circles denote back to back testing. A 2F⁻¹ non-return-to-zero PRBS has been chosen since long sequences of “1” lead to additional errors caused by the low end cut-off frequency of the second stage amplifier.

Optimum results with no noise floor and η(P)=-13.1 dBm required for a BER of 10⁻¹¹ are obtained at 3.4 mA bias current and m = 50% optical modulation depth determined with an optical sampling oscilloscope. The driving conditions avoid dynamic transverse mode transitions as well as dynamic polarization switching and yield extremely stable single-mode linearly polarized light output as indicated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The receiver sensitivity limit is given by thermal noise of the 50 Ω resistor in the front end and the noise figure F ≈ 2.5 (FdB = 4 dB) of the first stage amplifier. Using

\[ \eta < P > = \frac{h \nu Q}{q m} \sqrt{\frac{FkT \Delta f}{R}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( \eta \) is the quantum efficiency of the photodetector, \( h \) Planck’s constant, \( \nu \) the optical frequency, \( q \) the electron charge, \( k \) Boltzmann’s constant, \( T \) the temperature and \( \Delta f \) the bandwidth a mean optical power of \( \eta(P) = -16.7 \) dBm for a quality factor \( Q = 6 \) as required for a BER of 10⁻⁹ is calculated. The difference of 2.7 dB is attributed to laser relaxation oscillation and intersymbol interference caused by the low end cut-off frequency of the electrical amplifier. The power penalty after 500 m graded index fiber transmission of 1.7 dB at a BER of 10⁻¹¹ is due to fiber dispersion. The fiber dispersion power penalty is lower than expected for graded index
multi-mode fibers since the power is mainly guided in the center of the fiber core. Sharp bending at the transmitter end leading to higher order mode excitation is avoided. Fig. 6 shows both the cw-spectrum as well as the spectrum of the modulated laser on a logarithmic plot at a bias current of 3.4 mA. With 10 Gbit/s PRBS the lasing mode is 0.1 nm red shifted due to additional power dissipation. Since no spectral broadening is observed the chirp is certainly less than the resolution bandwidth of 0.1 nm. The suppression of the side mode at 976.8 nm decreases from 27 dB for cw operation to 25.2 dB in the modulated case.

V. Conclusion

We demonstrate 10 Gbit/s PRBS data transmission with nearly single-mode operating VCSELs using intensity modulation and direct detection. A BER of $10^{-11}$ is achieved for both back to back testing as well as transmission over 500 m of graded index multi-mode fiber. The power penalty of 1.7 dB compared to back to back testing is attributed to fiber dispersion. To our knowledge this is the highest pseudo random bit sequence transmitted with a VCSEL to date. The LP$_{11}$ mode suppression of the modulated VCSEL is better than 25 dB. Analysis of spectral and polarization characteristics show that dynamic polarization mode switching as well as higher order transverse mode oscillation should be avoided to achieve minimum laser noise and a minimum BER as long as modal noise is negligible. The transmission experiments demonstrate that polarization control in top surface-emitting VCSELs is very important to enhance VCSEL performance in high-speed optical interconnects, short distance communication and board-to-board data links.
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Simple Understanding of Waveguiding in Oxidized VCSELs

Rainer Michalzik

In this contribution, the waveguiding mechanism in oxidized vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser diodes is explained in an instructive manner. It is shown that the detuning of the cavity in the oxidized section results in the formation of an effective index guide, the effectiveness of which is strongly dependent on both the thickness of the oxide layer and its position in the standing wave field of the cavity. From the induced index step, the wavelength separation of different transverse modes can easily be inferred.

1. Introduction

In the last year, vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) employing selectively oxidized AlAs layers for current confinement have set new performance standards for devices operating in the 980 nm as well as in the 650 nm short wavelength regimes [1]-[4]. With conversion efficiencies up to 50% [1], [3], thermally induced index guiding is expected to play no longer the dominant role for mode guiding, as is usually the case in proton-implanted lasers [5]. For the investigation of the transverse mode behavior of oxidized VCSELs, a theoretical understanding of the waveguiding mechanism and thus of the influence of the oxide layer is of crucial importance. This article attempts to give an understanding of the index waveguide formation in the device with an intuitive rather than a strictly theoretical approach [6]. It provides a method for calculating an effective index step from a given layer structure and to get information about the wavelength separation of different transverse modes.

2. Formation of an Effective Index Guide

In Fig. 1, the reflectivity spectrum $R_c(\lambda)$, determined with the one-dimensional transfer matrix method [7]-[8], is shown for a VCSEL with a one-wavelength thick inner cavity tuned to an emission wavelength of 980 nm, a 24 pairs Al$_{0.67}$Ga$_{0.33}$As-GaAs top and a 25.5 pairs AlAs-GaAs bottom Bragg reflector. As also schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, a single AlGaAs layer in the top mirror, adjacent to the inner cavity, is replaced by AlAs and is partially oxidized in a wet vapor atmosphere. The resulting aluminum oxide is electrically isolating and thus provides an aperture for current injection from a top ring contact into the active layer. For further details of the oxidation process and the layer structure, especially in the inner cavity, the reader is referred to other articles in this annual report.

Measurements have indicated that the refractive index of the oxide has a value of $n_{ox} = 1.55$ [9] and is thus considerably smaller than that of AlAs, $n_{ac} = 2.97$. The calculation of the reflectivity spectrum $R_{ac}(\lambda)$ in the oxidized section of the VCSEL consequently shows that the cavity resonance is shifted to shorter wavelengths by an amount $\Delta \lambda_{ox}$. For an AlAs layer thickness of $d_{ac} = d_{ox} = 82.5$ nm, a wavelength shift of $\Delta \lambda_{ox} = -19.2$ nm is read from Fig. 1.$^1$

$^1$ An observed shrinkage of the layer during oxidation [9]-[10] is not taken into account here. In fact, the structural and geometrical details at the oxidation front are still unknown.
The detuning of the cavity in the passive part of the laser can also be considered as to be a result of a reduction of the mean refractive index $<\bar{n}>$ in the laser for radii larger than the active radius $r_a$. The effective cavity model of a VCSEL as a resonator with a fixed geometrical length $L_{eff}$ accordingly implies a cavity index variation

$$\Delta \bar{n}_{eff,c} = \Delta \lambda_{ox} \cdot \frac{<\bar{n}>}{\lambda},$$

which is proportional to the wavelength shift. With $\lambda = 980$ nm and $<\bar{n}> = 3.3$, the effective cavity index step is calculated to be $\Delta \bar{n}_{eff,c} = 6.5 \cdot 10^{-2}$ in the example of Fig. 1, which turns out to provide a rather strong waveguiding. For illustration, a temperature variation of more than 200 K from the center of the laser to the active radius would be necessary to give the same amount of thermally induced index guiding, if a temperature coefficient $\Delta \bar{n}/\Delta T = 3 \cdot 10^{-4}$ K$^{-1}$ of the semiconductor is assumed [11]. For a deeper understanding of the influence of the oxide layer, the cavity detuning has to be investigated in more detail.

3. Understanding of the Cavity Detuning

The representation of the multilayered VCSEL structure as an effective cavity with length $L_{eff}$ provides a first analytical estimate for the theoretically observed wavelength shift. According to this model, the change of the mean refractive index in the oxidized cavity translates into a detuning of

$$\Delta \lambda_{ox} = \lambda \cdot \frac{d_{ox}}{L_{eff}} \cdot \frac{\bar{n}_{ox} - \bar{n}_{ge}}{<\bar{n}>},$$

which varies linearly with the oxide thickness. A more accurate description can, however, only be obtained numerically, for example with the matrix method. In Fig. 2, the wavelength detuning is plotted as a function of the oxide thickness for three different positions of the oxide layer in the cavity, namely in the first, second, or third Bragg pair of the top mirror, as seen from the active zone. The remainder of the quarter-wavelength layer not being occupied by the oxide is again replaced by $\text{Al}_{0.07}\text{Ga}_{0.93}\text{As}$. 

Fig. 1: Reflectivity spectra in the cavity section and the oxidized section of a selectively oxidized VCSEL, as seen from the GaAs substrate (left), and schematic cross section of the device (right).
With increasing distance from the active layer, the detuning of the cavity becomes smaller and a saturation of $\Delta \lambda_{ox}$ is observed when the thickness of the oxide approaches that of the quarter-wavelength layer. The nonlinear dependence $\Delta \lambda_{ox} = \Delta \lambda_{ox}(d_{ox})$ results in a large deviation from the analytical estimation (2) for thicknesses $d_{ox} > 30$ nm.

**Fig. 2:** Dependence of the cavity wavelength shift from the thickness of the oxide layer, which is located in the $n$th Bragg pair of the top mirror (left) and the resonant standing wave pattern in the oxidized VCSEL section for the case $m = 1$ and $d_{ox} = 50$ nm in the vicinity of the 3 QW inner cavity (right). In contrast to the solid curves, the dashed curve for $m = 2$ in the left diagram is calculated for the oxide being located at the top surface side of the quarter-wavelength layer. Also included is the analytical relation $\Delta \lambda_{ox}(d_{ox})$ as the dash-dotted line according to (2) and the conversion (1) of the wavelength shift into an effective cavity index variation for $\lambda = 980$ nm and $< \bar{n} > = 3.3$.

The shape of the solid curves in Fig. 2 is well understood by looking at the standing wave pattern in the VCSEL, depicted in the second diagram of the figure. The decreasing wavelength shift with increasing Bragg pair number $m$ is apparently due to the decaying field amplitude in the top mirror. The perturbation of the cavity is the stronger, the higher the field amplitude in the oxide layer is. For a large thickness $d_{ox}$, the index perturbation is introduced near to a node of the electric field, thus resulting in the observed saturation behavior of the wavelength shift. This effect is even better shown if the oxide is located at the top surface side of the quarter-wavelength layer, as is the case for the dashed curve in the left part of Fig. 2.

The above discussion clearly shows the importance of correctly placing the oxide layer in the laser cavity and of deliberately choosing its thickness if one wishes to achieve a certain amount of index guiding in addition to current confinement.

### 4. Transverse Mode Spacing

As explained in section 2, an oxidized VCSEL, from the waveguiding point of view, can be approximated by a step index guide of diameter $2r_0$ and index difference $\Delta \tilde{n}_{eff,c}$. The properties of the guided modes in such a waveguide have been intensively investigated in optical fiber theory. In an optical resonator, the difference in propagation constants between the transverse modes translates into a resonance wavelength shift to satisfy the phase condition for a complete round trip of the optical field. Using the approach taken in [12], Fig. 3 shows the wavelength
spacing between the lowest order LP_{01} and LP_{11} transverse modes as a function of the laser active diameter for a number of cavity index steps $\Delta \tilde{n}_{eff,c}$. An increase of mode spacing with decreasing active diameter and increasing index difference is observed. High values of several nm are predicted for small diameter devices, e.g., $\Delta \lambda_{01-11} = 3$ nm for $d_a = 2r_a = 3 \mu$m and a moderate index step of $\Delta \tilde{n}_{eff,c} = -0.05$. For weak guiding, the higher order mode cutoff can be reached, as is the case for $\Delta \tilde{n}_{eff,c} = -0.01$ at a diameter of $d_a = 2.9 \mu$m in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Wavelength spacing between the fundamental LP_{01} mode and the higher order LP_{11} donut mode vs. laser active diameter for different effective cavity index steps $\Delta \tilde{n}_{eff,c}$. The dots represent the analytically calculated values for the modes of a circular metal resonator.

The stronger the index guiding, the more do the mode profiles resemble the shape of eigenmodes in a circular waveguide of refractive index $< \tilde{n} >$ with an ideally conducting boundary at $r = r_a$. The wavelength spacing of these modes in a metal resonator can be written as [12]

$$\Delta \lambda_{01-11} = \lambda_{01} - \lambda_{11} = \frac{\lambda^3}{2(2\pi < \tilde{n} > r_a)^2} \left( x_{11}^2 - x_{01}^2 \right),$$

where $x_{ip}$ is the $p$th zero of the Bessel function $J_p$. In this limiting case, the wavelength spacing is inversely proportional to the active area $A_a = \pi r_a^2$. With $x_{01} = 2.41$ and $x_{11} = 3.83$, the relation (3) is also plotted in Fig. 3. As expected, the deviation from the curves calculated for index guiding vanishes for large diameter devices. It is important to note that the factor $\lambda^3$ in (3) can account for considerably different mode spacings in short or long wavelength VCSELs, compared to Fig. 3.

5. Conclusion

In this article, a simple method for investigating the induced index guiding in oxidized vertical-cavity lasers has been presented. It is based on the one-dimensional evaluation of the resonance condition in the active as well as in the passive sections of the device and leads to the representation of the VCSEL in terms of a step index waveguide. From the properties of the guided eigenmodes, the wavelength spacing of different transverse modes is readily obtained. Due to the strong guiding and the improved power conversion compared to proton-implanted devices, thermally induced index guiding is expected to be of less importance, relieving the necessity of employing more elaborate models for cavity analysis [13].
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Double-Fused Long-Wavelength Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers

Torsten Wipiejewski

We introduce a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser design to achieve continuous-wave laser operation at an emission wavelength of 1.55 μm. The device employs two wafer fused InP-GaAs interfaces. Wet oxidation of an AlAs layer in one of the Bragg reflectors provides current confinement. We analyze the optical and thermal properties of the structure and estimate the optimum device diameter based on the size dependence of laser parameters.

1. Introduction

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser diodes (VCSELs) at wavelengths of 1.3 μm or 1.55 μm are much harder to fabricate than in the short wavelength regime at 980 nm or 850 nm. This is mainly because there are no highly reflecting Bragg mirrors with good thermal conductivity which are easy to fabricate in one epitaxial growth run. The AlAs-GaAs Bragg reflectors used for short-wavelength VCSELs are also good candidates for devices in the longer wavelength regime due to the good optical properties and the high thermal conductivity. It is necessary bond them to InP based active material for laser fabrication. A technique called wafer fusion provides the required mechanical bonding between the non-lattice matched InP and GaAs material with no optical loss and good electrical characteristics. Due to excellent results obtained recently with wafer-fused VCSELs [1] we decided to explore the fabrication of a double-fused vertical-cavity laser structure for 1.55 μm emission wavelength. Here we want to introduce the device structure and discuss some modeling aspects that are important for laser operation.

2. Schematic

Figure 1 shows a schematic of a double-fused VCSEL for an emission wavelength of 1.55 μm. The InGaAsP-InP active material is sandwiched between two GaAs based distributed Bragg reflectors. There are two wafer-fused interfaces one above and one below the active layer. An n-type doped GaAs substrate provides mechanical support for the laser. The bottom DBR is n-type doped and consists of 28 periods AlAs-GaAs layers each with a thickness corresponding to a quarter wavelength. The top DBR is p-type doped with 30 periods of Al0.67Ga0.33As-GaAs. We employ AlGaAs as low index material rather than AlAs to reduce the voltage drop in the mirror [2]. The top reflector also contains a thin AlAs layer just above the active layer. This AlAs is partly oxidized after mesa etching. The oxidized AlAs provides an aperture for current injection into the active layer. We intent to fabricate mesa diameters ranging from about 40 μm to 54 μm with corresponding diameters for the current aperture of 6 μm to 20 μm. The incorporation of oxidized AlAs layers for current funneling has led to dramatic improvements in short-wavelength VCSEL performance [3], [4]. Therefore, we think it is promising to use the same technique for wafer-fused long-wavelength VCSELs. The active layer consists of seven 1% compressively strained InGaAsP quantum wells and InGaAsP barriers with 0.9% tensile strain. They are surrounded by 314 nm thick InP cladding layers.
3. DBR Reflectivity

We can analytically calculate the reflectivity of the laser mirrors. For the 28 period AlAs-GaAs bottom DBR we obtain a power reflectivity of $R_b = 99.93\%$ at $1.55 \mu m$ wavelength. The 30 period $Al_{0.67}Ga_{0.33}$-GaAs top DBR exhibits a reflectivity of $99.04\%$ which is further boosted by the Au metal reflector to a total reflectivity of $R_t = 99.98\%$. The mirror reflectivity in the VCSEL is reduced by diffraction loss. For a laser with $10 \mu m$ active diameter we calculate a finesse of $F = 78.7$ for the bottom DBR. This finesse translates to a diffraction loss of $\delta = 0.00043$ which decreases the effective bottom mirror reflectivity to $R_b = 99.89\%$. For the top mirror we obtain a lower finesse of $F = 49.7$ due to the smaller refractive index difference between $Al_{0.67}Ga_{0.33}$As and GaAs. Thus, the diffraction loss is somewhat higher ($\delta = 0.00086$) resulting in an effective top mirror reflectivity of $R_t = 99.89\%$. It is surprising that due to diffraction loss the effective reflectivity is the same for the top and the bottom mirror. In general, the reflectivity of the output coupler should be lower to obtain high efficiency. We can achieve this by reducing the number of bottom DBR periods in future VCSEL designs. Initially, we aim at getting as much reflectivity as possible for both mirrors to ensure laser operation.

4. Thermal Properties

The thermal impedance of a vertical-cavity laser is an important parameter, because it determines the temperature rise in the laser due to the dissipated electrical input power. The available optical gain in the active material decreases with increasing temperature and also the maximum output power is limited by thermal rollover. The temperature profile for various VCSEL structures has been calculated with numerical analysis by many authors in the literature. Experimental data [5] suggests that it is a good approximation to calculate the thermal
impedance for mesa-type VCSELS by using the simple analytical formula

\[ R_{th} = \frac{1}{2\sigma_{th}d} \]

where \( d \) is the laser diameter and \( \sigma_{th} \) is the average thermal conductivity of the laser material below the active layer. An experimental value of \( \sigma_{th} = 0.28 \text{ W/(cmK)} \) [5] was measured for 980 nm wavelength VCSELS with AlAs-GaAs Bragg reflectors which is much smaller than the average thermal conductivity of bulk AlAs and GaAs layers. It is expected that phonon scattering at the interfaces of the thin DBR layers causes this increase of the thermal resistance. This is supported by the fact that the experimentally determined value is close to numbers obtained by other authors for AlAs-GaAs superlattices. In Fig. 3 we calculated the thermal resistance as function of laser diameter for an average thermal conductivity of \( \sigma_{th} = 0.28 \text{ W/(cmK)} \).

![Fig. 2: Calculated thermal resistance as function of laser diameter for \( \sigma_{th} = 0.28 \text{ W/(cmK)} \).](image)

For long-wavelength VCSELS we can speculate that the average thermal conductivity of the AlAs-GaAs Bragg reflector material is higher than for 980 nm VCSELS, because phonon scattering is less pronounced in the thicker AlAs and GaAs layers. The average thermal conductivity is probably closer to the mean thermal conductivity of GaAs and AlAs:

\[ \sigma_{th} = \frac{\sigma_{th,\text{GaAs}}d_{\text{GaAs}} + \sigma_{th,\text{AlAs}}d_{\text{AlAs}}}{d_{\text{GaAs}} + d_{\text{AlAs}}} = 0.7 \text{ W/(cmK)} \]

Thus, the thermal impedance of double-fused long-wavelength VCSELS might be up to about 50% lower compared to 980 nm VCSELS of the same diameter.

5. Temperature at Threshold

We want to calculate the internal temperature increase \( \Delta T \) of the laser at threshold. From the size dependence of \( \Delta T \) we can estimate the laser diameters with the lowest operating temperature. These devices are most likely to start lasing. The temperature increase \( \Delta T \) is given by the dissipated electrical power \( \Delta P \) and the thermal resistance of the device \( R_{th} \)

\[ \Delta T = R_{th}\Delta P = \rho d u j_{th}\frac{\pi}{4}d^2 \]

where we substituted the size dependence of \( R_{th} = \rho d \) and of the threshold current \( i_{th} = j_{th}\frac{\pi}{4}d^2 \). We neglect the small size dependence of the threshold voltage \( u \). Size dependent optical loss
causes an increase of the threshold current density $j_{th}$ for small VCSEL diameters. We describe this relation with the empirical formula

$$j_{th} = j_0[1 + (d_o/d)^3]$$

The parameter $d_o$ represents the amount of excess optical loss. It critically depends on the exact laser structure. We assume a value of $d_o = 8 \, \mu m$ for the double-fused VCSEL.

![Graph showing temperature increase vs. active diameter](image)

**Fig. 3:** Calculated laser temperature increase as function of device diameter for $u = 4V$, $j_0 = 2.5 \, kA/cm^2$, and $\rho = 1.7 \, cmK/W$.

The two equations give the temperature increase as function of laser diameter as plotted in Fig. 4. We used typical parameters of $u = 4V$, $j_0 = 2.5 \, kA/cm^2$, and $\rho = 1.7 \, cmK/W$. The lowest temperature at threshold occurs for lasers with diameters of $d_{min} = 10 \, \mu m$. The temperature increase is $T_{min} = 20 \, K$. Thus, we expect VCSELs with diameters around $10 \, \mu m$ to be the most promising candidates for continuous wave operation at room temperature. The temperature increase we want to minimize is small for good heat sinking, low voltage, low threshold current density, and low size dependent excess loss.

**6. Conclusion**

We introduced a double-fused vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser structure for operation at $1.55 \, \mu m$ emission wavelength. We discussed some of the optical and thermal characteristics of the laser and estimated that devices of around $10 \, \mu m$ diameter are the most promising candidates to achieve continuous wave operation at room temperature. Low voltage drop and low optical loss as well as good heat sinking of the active region are important factors which affect laser operation.
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High-Reflecting Mirrors for Long-Wavelength Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers

Dirck Sowada, Hin Yiu Anthony Chung, Georgi Stareev, Torsten Wipiejeowski

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers operating in the 1.3 μm and 1.5 μm wavelength range are highly attractive for telecommunication applications. However, they are far less well developed than devices operating at shorter wavelengths. Long growth times are required for highly-reflecting epitaxial mirrors. In this report we discuss dielectric MgO/α-Si mirrors and oxidized In_{0.52}Al_{0.48}As layers on InP substrates. Reflection measurements of evaporated MgO/α-Si mirrors show good agreement with simulated results. We can achieve a maximum reflectivity of about 99.2% assuming an absorption coefficient of 800 cm⁻¹. The native oxidation of lattice matched 120-nm-thick In_{0.52}Al_{0.48}As layers shows an oxidation rate of 600 nm/h at an oxidation temperature of T_{ox}=520 °C. This is 48 times slower than the oxidation rate of 27-nm-thick AlAs layers.

1. Introduction

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) have generated a lot of interest for optical systems due to their surface-emitting nature. Their benefits include simple integration into 2-D arrays, on-wafer testing, and efficient fiber coupling. The first near room temperature (14 °C) cw operation of an electrically pumped VCSEL at 1.3 μm [1] and low-threshold-current room-temperature pulsed lasing at 1.5 μm [2] have been achieved recently. Both structures employ two dielectric reflectors, which require removal of the substrate. Recently, very encouraging results have been reported using wafer fusion of AlGaAs-based Bragg reflectors and InP-based active material. Roomtemperature continuous-wave operation of 1.54-μm double-fused vertical-cavity lasers was demonstrated with a minimum threshold current of 2.3 mA and highest cw operating temperature of 33 °C [3][4].

There are several requirements for distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) used in VCSELs. First of all they must have a very high reflectivity (above 99%) to satisfy the laser threshold condition with the small optical gain of the extremely thin active material in quantum well structures. The reflectors must also exhibit a good thermal conductivity to provide heat sinking of the active region. This property is required at least for one of the two laser mirrors. Furthermore, the DBR should be electrically conductive, because the injection of laser current through the mirror simplifies the laser structure and the fabrication process. The other case requires lateral current injection which is harder to achieve and can cause problems like current crowding at the edge of the active area.

In this report we discuss dielectric MgO/α-Si mirrors for long-wavelength VCSELs and oxidized InAlAs/InP mirrors on InP-substrates.

2. Dielectric MgO/α-Si Mirrors

We investigated the materials MgO and amorphous Si for long-wavelength VCSELs. In Fig. 1 we plotted the refractive index and the absorption loss of e-beam-evaporated amorphous silicon.
Deposition conditions are a vacuum pressure of less than $5 \times 10^{-6}$ torr, low evaporation rates of 0.2 to 0.5 nm/sec and large crucible-to-substrate distance (≈ 40 cm) [5]. The amorphous Si with the high refractive index is not an ideal material, because of its low thermal conductivity of $\lambda_c = 0.26$ W/cmK and its high optical loss at 1.3 μm and 1.55 μm wavelength. At 1.55 μm wavelength, α-Si shows a refractive index of nearly 3.48 and an absorption coefficient of 800 cm$^{-1}$. MgO has a higher thermal conductivity ($\lambda_c = 0.6$ W/cmK) than even GaAs ($\lambda_c = 0.45$ W/cmK). At 1.55 μm wavelength, the refractive index is about 1.72, the absorption loss is negligible. The optical loss depends on the deposition conditions and limits the maximum achievable reflectivity from such a mirror. The combination of both materials for dielectric mirrors should result in good optical and thermal properties. In Fig. 2 we plotted the maximum reflectivity at the resonance wavelength of 1.55 μm for a MgO/α-Si mirror as function of layer pairs. The reflectivity of the multilayer stack was numerical calculated with the transfer matrix theory described in [6].

![Graph showing refractive index and absorption coefficient for amorphous silicon](image1.png)

**Fig. 1:** Refractive index and absorption coefficient for amorphous silicon [6].

![Graph showing maximum reflectivity](image2.png)

**Fig. 2:** Maximum reflectivity at resonance wavelength 1.55 μm for an MgO/α-Si mirror as a function of layer pairs.

Due to the large refractive index difference we obtain a high reflectivity already for a few DBR periods. The absorption in the α-Si limits the maximum reflectivity. If we assume an absorption coefficient of 800 cm$^{-1}$ (Fig. 1), we obtain a maximum reflectivity of about 99.2%.

The measured (solid line) and simulated plot (dotted line) of a three period MgO/α-Si DBR in Fig. 3 agree quite well. The deviation for long wavelengths is due to a measurement error.

We intent to fabricate a hybrid mirror consisting of a MgO/α-Si DBR and a metal reflector i.e. Ag to obtain a higher reflectivity and a lower thermal resistance.

2. Oxidation of In$_x$Al$_{1-x}$As layers

A relatively simple new technique called native oxidation ("wet" chemical oxidation via H$_2$O vapor + N$_2$) was proposed recently for the preparation of index-guided laser structures on GaAs substrates [7]. Wet oxidation of InAlAs lattice matched to InP was employed to fabricate long wavelength InAlAs-InP-InGaAsP gain-guided native-oxide-defined stripe-geometry laser diodes
If the Al content $x$ of the confining layers is high enough ($x > 0.5$), the layer can be transformed into a stable native oxide by heating in water vapour. This simple technique for current blocking and optical confinement offers a promising alternative to buried heterostructure lasers based on multiple epitaxial growth.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 3:** Measured and simulated plots of a three-period MgO/α-Si DBR on silicon substrate.

MacDougall et al. fabricated the first electrically-pumped VCSELs with Al$_x$O$_y$/GaAs DBRs on both sides of the gain region [9]. The required epitaxial growth time is only a third compared to VCSELs with semiconductor DBRs.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 4:** Schematic of a InP-based VCSEL structure with oxidized DBRs and current confinement layer. Holes are injected into the $p$-InP and funneled into the InGaAs QWs by the oxide current conduction layer. Electrons are injected into the $n$-InP.

Fig. 4 shows a schematic of a long wavelength InP based VCSEL structure with two oxidation steps for the InAlAs/InP DBRs and one step for the InAlAs current confinement layer. Due to the critical oxidation depth for the confinement layer, this oxidation should be the last one. Conducting InP layers are inserted between the mirrors and the cavity to form a current path.
into the gain region for intra-cavity contacts. On the way to realize this structure it is necessary to investigate the oxidation characteristics of In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As layers lattice matched to InP. We used epitaxial grown In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As/(In$_{0.53}$Ga$_{0.47}$As)$_{0.7}$(In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As)$_{0.3}$ Bragg reflectors for the first test runs. The total thickness is almost 4.8 μm. The layers are oxidized after wet etching of 3.2-μm-deep ridges. We determine the vertical oxidation rate between the stripes and the lateral oxidation rate of the high and low Al content material by looking at the oxidation fronts of cleaved facets in a scanning electron microscope (SEM).

![Image of InAlGaAs lateral oxidation front](image)

**Fig. 5:** Ratio of lateral and vertical oxidation rate in DBRs near at the side wall of a etched stripe structure.

![Image of InAlGaAs lateral oxidation front](image)

**Fig. 6:** Scanning electron microscope image of an oxidized In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As/(In$_{0.53}$Ga$_{0.47}$As)$_{0.7}$-(In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As)$_{0.3}$ Bragg reflector.

Fig. 5 shows a schematic of the oxidized ridge structure. Layers with low Al content have a lower oxidation rate than layers with high Al content. The vertical oxidation starts at layers with high Al content and continues at layers with lower Al content. Thus, layers with a low Al content exhibit a larger effective oxidation rate than without additional vertical oxidation. This effect can be utilized to increase the effective oxidation speed by incorporating a thin layer with high Al content. In the SEM image of Fig. 6 we see the oxidation fronts of the DBR after oxidizing the sample at 520 °C for two hours.

Fig. 7 shows the oxidation rate for lattice matched In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As at different oxidation temperatures. We have to take into consideration, that the growth temperature of the structure was 520 °C. Determining the lateral oxidation rate $r$ by fitting to the usual approximation,

$$r = r_0 e^{-\frac{E_a}{RT}},$$

(1)
gives a $r_0$ value of $162.2 \times 10^8$ nm/h and an activation energy $E_a = 1.326$ eV. For comparison a 27 nm thick AlAs layer ($x_{Al} = 100\%$) has a 48 times larger $r_0$ value of $7.75 \times 10^9$ μm/h and an activation value of 1.31 eV [10]. The vertical oxidation rate of a 2-μm-thick AlGaAs layer with an Al content of 48% shows an oxidation rate of about 10 nm/min at $T_{ox} = 520$ °C. The oxidation rate has in simple consideration only a dependence of Al content and is independent of the material. We seems to have indecess to notice that the horizontal oxidation speed is about 1.5 times higher than the vertical oxidation speed.
To accelerate the oxidation rate of $\lambda/4$ InAlAs layers in Bragg reflectors for VCSELs, it could be helpful to grow a thin AlAs layer between two $\lambda/8$ InAlAs layers. The fast lateral oxidation rate of the film could also accelerate the lateral oxidation rate of the thick layer with lower Al content because of the additional vertical rate.

Fig. 7: Linear plot of the lateral oxide thickness vs. oxidation temperature of a 120-nm-thick In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As layer.
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Fabrication of High-Power InGaAs/AlGaAs Strained-Layer Quantum-Well Lasers

Georgi Stareev, Gernot Reiner

We have fabricated high-power InGaAs/AlGaAs strained-layer lasers containing two In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$As ($x=0.2$) quantum wells separated by GaAs barriers. The layer structure was grown in a Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) reactor. Using a simple metal-stripe device under pulse operation, we achieved an output power of 840 mW per facet and a total differential efficiency of 67 % at a temperature of 25°C. The laser facets were uncoated and broad-area dies (50 μm × 500 μm) emitting at 996 nm were tested under a needle probe without bonding on heatsinks. The threshold current density $J_{th}$ was about 350 A/cm$^2$ for diodes with a cavity length $L = 500$ μm. For continuous wave (cw) operation, it was sufficient to reduce the stripe width under 20 μm. The obtained maximum cw output power was 32 mW per facet, limited by temperature rise. The corresponding operating current was 210 mA. The high-power capabilities of the structures demonstrate their potential as sources for pumping of solid-state lasers and for applications in laser amplifiers.

1. Introduction

Many efforts have been devoted to the fabrication of laser diodes which exhibit high power, low threshold current density, improved power conversion efficiency and stable temperature characteristics. High performance semiconductor lasers have drawn considerable attention as compact sources for optical pumping of rare-earth ions in solid-state lasers or fiber amplifiers. Strained quantum-well InGaAs/AlGaAs lasers are well suited for such applications because the emission wavelength can be extended to 1.1 μm, compared with the long-wavelength limit of nearly 0.9 μm for lattice-matched GaAs/AlGaAs quantum-well lasers. The compressive strain appearing in the active InGaAs layer should decrease the effective density of states in the valence band, thus leading to lower threshold current densities. Recently, the expected reduction of the $J_{th}$ was corroborated experimentally [1]. The ridge waveguide laser has already proven to be a structure which yields high performance, especially concerning maximum powers [2]. A significant problem to be solved in high-power operation is the facet degradation which is attributed to optical absorption at the mirror surface. Large spot sizes are required in order to lower the optical power density on the facet. Usually, the lasers are patterned into index-guided devices where the ridge is etched deeply enough to minimize both, the optical antiguiding in the system and the current spreading. Optimum performance requires that the distance from the bottom of the ridge to the active layer has to be controlled precisely [3].

2. Laser Structure

The device used in this study is a GRaded INdex Separate Confinement Heterostructure (GRINSCH). The InGaAs/AlGaAs structure was grown on Si-doped $n^+$-GaAs (100)-substates using MBE. The device configuration, as shown schematically in Fig. 1, consists of the following layers: a 100-nm-thick $n$-GaAs buffer layer, a 1-μm-thick $n$-Al$_{0.47}$Ga$_{0.53}$As cladding layer with
a donor concentration of $5 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$, a 250-nm-thick Al$_y$Ga$_{1-y}$As confining layer (y linearly graded from 0.47 to 0.11), an active layer containing two 8-nm-thick InGaAs quantum wells, each of them surrounded by 10-nm-thick GaAs barriers, then another 250-nm-thick GRIN layer (compositionally transformed from Al$_{0.11}$Ga$_{0.89}$As to Al$_{0.47}$Ga$_{0.53}$As), a p-type Al$_{0.47}$Ga$_{0.53}$As cladding layer with a thickness of 1 μm and doping concentration of $5 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$, a 150-nm-thick graded p-Al$_y$Ga$_{1-y}$As layer (y linearly graded from 0.47 to 0.11) and a 300-nm-thick Be-doped (p=10$^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$) contact layer.

The substrate temperatures used for growing the InGaAs and AlGaAs epilayers were specified on the basis of morphology and photoluminescence studies performed on test samples. The GaAs buffer layer and n-AlGaAs layers were grown at 650°C. The growth temperature of the InGaAs active layer was 500°C. The temperature raised to 650°C for growth of the upper AlGaAs layers. Finally, the p+ GaAs cap layer was grown at 400°C, because this temperature was optimal for growing highly doped contact layers.

3. Device Fabrication

The processing of the ridge waveguide lasers was carried out as follows. In the first step Ti/Pt/Au stripes with variable sizes on 100 μm centres were deposited on the p+ GaAs by means of evaporation and liftoff. Prior to the metal deposition, the GaAs surface was cleaned by bombardment with low energy (60 eV) Ar$^+$ ions for 40 s according to the procedure described elsewhere [4]. It has been shown, that this treatment radically improved the quality of the ohmic contacts. During the formation of the index-guided structure, the as-deposited metal stripes serve as a mask and both, the p+ GaAs contact layer and the p-AlGaAs cladding layer, were removed between the contacts. The wet chemical etching was chosen for the definition of the ridge. This technique is simple but does not allow a good control of the etch depth. The process was carried out using H$_2$SO$_4$:H$_2$O$_2$:H$_2$O solution and the etching was finished after removing of the upper cladding layer. Afterwards, the laser samples were thinned from the substrate side to about 100 μm by polishing in a Br-methanol solution. AuGeNi ohmic contacts were deposited on this side and formed at 400°C for 40 s. Another advantage of this rapid thermal processing is that the upper Ti/Pt/Au contact also undergoes an effective annealing that improves the ohmic behavior. The device architecture was completed by cleaving of Fabry-Perot resonators with definite lengths.
4. Laser Characteristics

The laser characterization was carried out by probing individual devices on the bar in the junction-side-up configuration without mounting or active cooling. The devices oscillate in multiple longitudinal modes. Room-temperature electroluminescence spectra show that the structures are matched for operation with wavelengths in the range from 980 to 1000 nm. The lasers prepared in the form of uncoated dies with cavity lengths of 500 μm exhibit a lasing wavelength of 996 nm. It has been demonstrated [5] that the laser spectrum can be tuned to longer wavelengths if larger cavity lengths or facets with reflection coatings are used. On the other hand, antireflection coatings shift the spectrum to shorter wavelengths. Figure 2 shows a typical power-current relationship for 50 μm-wide index-guided lasers. During the measurements, the diodes were driven by 1 μs current pulses with a duty cycle of 0.1 %. A typical power output of 840 mW per facet was obtained from 500 μm long stripes. The power value was limited by the maximum current of 2 A available from the pulser.

![Power-current data for 50-μm-wide laser under pulse operation (500μm-length, uncoated facets).](image)

The achieved power levels are comparable to those obtained in high-power InGaAs/AlGaAs devices mounted on heatsinks [2]. The broad-stripe lasers exhibit threshold current densities of 350 A/cm². This value is relatively low taking into account that the etch depth was not strictly controlled. Since a spreading part of the bias current occurs under the ridge, the structures can still be optimised. Even higher performances could be attained by introducing coating processes. The lasers exhibit high differential quantum efficiencies of about 67 % that are no worse than those obtained in high-quality InGaAs/AlGaAs lasers [5]. Typical room temperature cw power against injection current characteristics of as-cleaved devices with 20-μm-wide and 500-μm-long cavity lengths are shown in Fig.3. The thermal saturation limits the maximum cw power to 32 mW per facet. The threshold current and the maximum cw current are 50 mA and 210 mA, respectively. With increasing I the output power initially increases, but then decreases because junction heating enhances the carrier leakage and thus reduces the differential quantum efficiency. Measurements of current-voltage characteristics show that our MBE-grown diodes have a differential series resistance $R_D$ in the range of 1.9 to 2.4 Ω. This values are several times larger than those in optimised lasers with a similar band diagram and geometry [2]. The higher
Fig. 3: Continuous wave curve of optical power against drive current for 20-μm-wide laser.

Fig. 4: Typical current-voltage characteristic of the laser diodes.

$R_C$ values in our case can be attributed to parasitic resistivities appearing at the heterojunctions, while the resistivity of the contacts is believed to be negligible. In fact, as can be seen in Fig. 4, the current-voltage characteristic gives a relatively low intercept value of 1.32 V. It should be possible to achieve significantly higher $cw$ powers by decreasing the series resistance and by modifying the diode construction in order to reduce the dissipation losses.

5. Conclusions

The design, fabrication, and characteristics of strained layer InGaAs/AlGaAs quantum well lasers are described. We grew the laser on an $n^+$-GaAs substrate by one-step MBE. Graded-index AlGaAs layers were used to increase the light confinement. We demonstrate, that following simple processing, it is possible to fabricate devices designed for high-power operation. We achieved high-power levels under pulsed operation (840 mW per facet). For all that, no mirror coatings were applied to the diodes. A rapid test of the wafer homogeneity was performed by recording light-current characteristics for various diode stripes along a cleaved bar. Though the heating of the devices plays a considerable role in the junction-up configuration used, the obtained $cw$ power output in 20-μm-wide structures is 32 mW per facet. Differential quantum efficiencies of 67 % have been estimated in relatively short-cavity (500 μm) ridge waveguide lasers tested in the junction-side up configuration. A further decrease of the diode series resistance is necessary to reduce the spontaneous Joule energy dissipation and to achieve less thermally limited $cw$ characteristics. We believe that the simple ridge formation described in this work may be useful to realize high-power laser diodes with excellent characteristics.
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Improved Method to Determine the Gain of Strained InGaAs Quantum-Well Lasers and Amplifiers

Jörg Heerlein, Stefan Morgott, Günter Jost

Exact spectral gain measurements on laser diodes and laser amplifiers are presented using a correction method to minimize measurement errors caused by the finite resolution of the spectrometer. For an optimization of laser diodes and laser amplifiers with respect to high efficiencies and high output power, it is necessary to determine the spectral gain coefficient of the devices as exact as possible. Especially for amplifiers we get information about the figures of merit like spectral width, efficiency, and gain $G = P_{\text{out}}/P_{\text{in}}$. The spectral gain characteristics can be evaluated by measuring the optical intensity spectrum below the laser threshold. Two very common methods are known from Hakki-Paoli and Cassidy. Both techniques will be introduced and discussed concerning their accuracy with respect to the resolution of the measurement system, the mode gain and the free spectral range FSR. We show that it is possible to achieve exact results of the “real” mode gain despite of the finite resolution. For that reason we have simulated the measurement of the Fabry-Perot spectrum. It will be shown that it is possible to calculate the real spectral gain with the knowledge of the relative error. This correction method is used here to characterize InGaAs quantum-well laser diodes and amplifiers.

1. Introduction

The optical spectral mode gain $g_m$ of a laser diode or amplifier supplies many important information like threshold current, lasing wavelength, spectral width, efficiency and gain $G = P_{\text{out}}/P_{\text{in}}$. Further presented methods for the determination of the mode gain $g_m$ appropriately the intensity undulation of the Fabry-Perot (FP) modes. A very common method was introduced by Hakki and Paoli [1]. This method will be denoted as Hakki-Paoli method throughout this report. The Hakki-Paoli method requires the measurement of the maxima ($\pi \lambda/FSR = m \pi$) and minima ($\pi \lambda/FSR = (2m + 1) \pi$) of the longitudinal FP modes. The ratio of maximum to minimum intensity gives the signal gain undulation $\nu$ which can also be expressed by the following equation using the single-pass gain $G_s$ and the reflectivity of both facets $R_1$, $R_2$.

$$\nu = \frac{I_{\text{max}}}{I_{\text{min}}} = \left(\frac{1 + \sqrt{R_1 R_2 G_s}}{1 - \sqrt{R_1 R_2 G_s}}\right)^2$$  

(1)

The mode gain $g_m$ is then given by

$$g_m = \alpha_i + \frac{1}{2L} \ln \left(\frac{1}{R_1 R_2}\right) + \frac{1}{L} \ln \left(\frac{\sqrt{\nu} - 1}{\sqrt{\nu} + 1}\right).$$  

(2)

The last term is often called net mode gain $g_{m,\text{net}}$. The net mode gain is equal to the mode gain less intrinsic and mirror losses.

$$g_{m,\text{net}} = \frac{1}{L} \ln \frac{\sqrt{\nu} - 1}{\sqrt{\nu} + 1} \begin{cases} g_{m,\text{net}} = 0 & \text{for } i \geq i_{\text{th}}, \\ g_{m,\text{net}} < 0 & \text{for } i < i_{\text{th}} \end{cases}$$  

(3)
At lasing threshold, all losses are compensated and the net mode gain \( g_{m,\text{net}} \) becomes zero. With decreasing operating current the net mode gain \( g_{m,\text{net}} \) decreases. This indicates that the net mode gain \( g_{m,\text{net}} \) is negative below lasing threshold.

Cassidy showed a modified determination of the gain from the spectrum [2]. Instead of using minimum and maximum intensity Cassidy uses the average mode intensity \( <I> \) and the minimum intensity \( I_{\text{min}} \).

\[
\chi = \frac{<I>}{I_{\text{min}}} = \frac{1 + R_1 R_2 g_2^2}{1 - R_1 R_2 g_2^2} \tag{4}
\]

For the net mode gain \( g_{m,\text{net}} \) we can write now

\[
g_{m,\text{net}} = \frac{\chi - 1}{\chi + 1} \tag{5}
\]

To take a comparison of these methods we have to keep in mind that the resolution of a monochromator is finite. This means that not a discrete wavelength but a defined spectral width \( \Delta \lambda \) is detected. For a calculation of the detected signal the resolution has to be taken into account as a rectangular response function \( D(\lambda) \).

\[
D(\lambda) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for } -\Delta \lambda/2 \leq \lambda \leq \Delta \lambda/2, \\
0 & \text{else}.
\end{cases} \tag{6}
\]

The spectrum measured by the system \( P_{\text{meas}}(\lambda) \) can be written as:

\[
P_{\text{meas}}(\lambda) = \frac{1}{\Delta \lambda} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} P_{\text{in}}(\lambda')D(\lambda - \lambda')d\lambda'. \tag{7}
\]

**Fig. 1:** Calculated input and output spectra about one FSR (0.27 nm) for different wavelength resolutions \( \Delta \lambda \) of the measurement system and different values of net mode gain (a) \( g_{m,\text{net}} = -5 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) (b) \( g_{m,\text{net}} = -20 \text{ cm}^{-1} \). The horizontal bars indicate the different resolutions of the monochromator.

Fig. 1 shows the influence of the monochromator resolution on the measured longitudinal mode. As the wavelength resolution decreases (\( \Delta \lambda \) increases), the mode peak starts to flatten up while the valleys change slightly since the minima are defined through some more points. Only far below threshold the deviation is distinct. The comparison between different net mode gains \( g_{m,\text{net}} \) shows their strong influence on the shape of the mode. With decreasing \( g_{m,\text{net}} \) the mode broadens and the ratio of \( I_{\text{max}} \) to \( I_{\text{min}} \) changes less.
For the calculation of the net mode gain with the Hakki-Paoli method, the maximum intensity is divided by the average of the neighbored minima. Therefore, only three points are used. With the Cassidy method, all measured points n in the FSR are added and then divided by the average of the neighboring minima. For the Cassidy method the signal-noise ratio is about $\sqrt{n}$ better than for the Hakki-Paoli method. The S/N ratio becomes higher with decreasing step width and therefore increasing number of measured points. A further enhancement with regard to the S/N ratio delivers the modified Cassidy method [3]. Cassidy proposed to estimate the minimum intensity by averaging over a certain wavelength interval.

2. Simulation

For the simulation of the relative error of the determined gain we have compared the input spectrum with the output spectrum of the spectrometer. The original spectrum is given by the transmission function $T$:

$$T(\lambda) = \frac{(1 - R_1)(1 - R_2)G_s}{(1 - \sqrt{R_1 R_2 G_s})^2 + 4\sqrt{R_1 R_2 G_s \sin^2(\frac{\lambda}{FSR})}}$$

and the single pass gain $G_s$

$$G_s = \exp \left( (g_m - \alpha_i) L \right) = \exp \left( g_{m,\text{net}} L + \frac{1}{2L} \ln \left( \frac{1}{R_1 R_2} \right) \right).$$

![Fig. 2: Relative error of the determined net mode gain as a function of net mode gain with the resolution $\Delta \lambda$ as parameter and a FSR of 0.27 nm](image1)

![Fig. 3: Relative error of the determined net mode gain as a function of normalized wavelength resolution with the net mode gain as parameter](image2)

Therefore the knowledge of the intrinsic losses $\alpha_i$ is not necessary. To simulate the plotted spectrum, the value of the wavelength resolution $\Delta \lambda$ is required. The step width $s$ of the measured system has been neglected. Some experiments have shown that $s \leq \frac{1}{20} \Delta \lambda$ is necessary to neglect the error caused by the finite small step width. Fig. 2 shows the relative error of the net mode gain in % with the limited wavelength resolution $\Delta \lambda$ as parameter. The FSR is about 0.27 nm for an In$_0.2$Ga$_0.8$As laser with an emission wavelength of 980 nm ($L = 500 \mu m$ and $n_{eff} = 3.6$). Obviously the evaluated net mode gain is always lower than the input net mode gain. If $g_{m,\text{net}}$ approximates to the laser threshold ($g_{m,\text{net}} = 0$), the relative error of the Hakki-Paoli method increases stronger compared to the Cassidy method. Especially for a current near
the laser threshold, the Cassidy method should be preferred. In Fig. 3 the relative error of \( g_{m,\text{net}} \) as a function of the normalized wavelength resolution for different \( g_{m,\text{net}} \) is depicted.

**Fig. 4:** Flow diagram for the correction of the measured net mode gain

![Flow diagram](image)

**Fig. 5:** (a) Spectrum of a double quantum-well laser near laser threshold and (b) the corresponding measured and corrected gain curves

3. **Correction of the Measured Gain Curve**

Using this simulation, it is possible to calculate the “real” gain curve. Fig. 4 shows the flow diagram for this calculation. Using equation (8), a FP spectrum with a start value of the input net mode gain \( g_{IN}^{m,\text{net}} \) is calculated. Afterwards, the output net mode gain \( g_{SIM\ OUT}^{m,\text{net}} \) of the measured system with the known wavelength resolution \( \Delta \lambda \) is simulated and compared with the measured net mode gain \( g_{MEAS\ OUT}^{m,\text{net}} \). Then, \( g_{IN}^{m,\text{net}} \) will be varied until \( g_{SIM\ OUT}^{m,\text{net}} \) and \( g_{MEAS\ OUT}^{m,\text{net}} \) are equal. Calculations using the Hakki-Paoli or Cassidy method should yield identical results.
Fig. 5 shows an example of such a corrected gain deviation. In Fig. 5a, the optical spectrum of a double quantum-well In$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$As laser diode is depicted. The net mode gain spectrum calculated with the Hakki-Paoli method is about 4 cm$^{-1}$ less than the values obtained by the Cassidy method. Furthermore, the corrected spectra are plotted into the diagram of Fig. 5b. It is obvious that the corrected spectra of both methods show nearly the same results.

![Graph showing optical spectrum](image)

**Fig. 6:** Spectra, gain curves and optical output characteristic of a laser diode and a two-side AR-coated laser amplifier

Furthermore, it is possible to determine the residual reflectivities of an anti-reflection (AR) coated laser diode with the knowledge of the exact undulation of the FP spectrum and the reflectivity of the uncoated facet $R$. The residual reflectivity $R^*$ is given by:

$$R^* = \frac{\sqrt{R} - 1}{\sqrt{R} + 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

or with Cassidy method:

$$R^* = \frac{\sqrt{R} - 1}{\sqrt{R} + 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

when the bias current is equal to the threshold current of the device with uncoated facets [4]. Fig. 6 shows a comparison between the spectra of a laser diode (uncoated device) and an amplifier (AR-coated device). The arrows show the operating points in the output characteristics, where
the spectral gain has been determined. For a three times higher operating current the mode gain increases by about 35 cm$^{-1}$.
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Characterization of High-Power Lasers and Traveling-Wave Amplifiers

Günter Jost, Jörg Heerlein, Stefan Morgott

High-power lasers and large-active-area traveling-wave amplifiers are required for a number of applications especially for biomedical uses, free-space communication systems and pump sources for Er-doped optical fiber amplifiers. In particular, traveling-wave amplifiers can amplify optical signals without conversion into electrical signals. Laser amplifiers are based on the same principle of stimulated emission in a population inverted laser medium as laser oscillators. However, for traveling-wave amplifiers it is necessary to suppress reflections at the laser facets. Laser and amplifier structures are grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Using an automatic setup, we have characterized laser diodes under CW and pulsed operation. Characteristics of broad-area amplifiers have been measured by an experimental setup with an astigmatic optic to achieve effective coupling between the traveling-wave amplifier and the beam of a Ti:sapphire laser.

1. Introduction

Strained-layer InGaAs/GaAs quantum-well laser structures are attractive light sources for high-power lasers and broad-area traveling-wave amplifiers. Graded-index separate-confinement heterostructure quantum-well structures (GRIN-SCH) have been grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on n-doped GaAs substrates. A typical composition profile with two strained InGaAs quantum wells is shown in Figure 1 [1].

![Composition profile](image)

**Fig. 1:** Epitactical grown structure with two strained In$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$As quantum wells.
The active region consists of two 8-nm In$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$As quantum wells, separated by 10-nm-thick GaAs layer and surrounded by 50-nm-thick GaAs layers. The waveguiding region of Al$_2$Ga$_{1-x}$As with a continuously varied Al concentration from 11% to 47%. The n- and p-type Al$_{0.47}$Ga$_{0.53}$As cladding layers have a thickness of 1 µm. 20-µm-, 50-µm-, 100-µm- and 150-µm-wide broad-area lasers with cavity lengths between 150 µm and 1.5 mm have been fabricated and tested under pulsed and CW conditions.

### 2. Experimental Setup for Characterization of Laser Diodes

![Experimental setup](image)

**Fig. 2:** Experimental setup for electrical and optical characterization of high-power laser diodes.

For standard measurements of high-power lasers, we use an automatic setup which is sketched in Figure 2. It is possible to measure the characteristic of a high-power laser diode under CW conditions up to 15 A or under pulsed conditions up to 2 A. We automatically obtain threshold current, threshold current density, differential quantum efficiency and series resistance. A magnifying optical arrangement and a CCD camera are used to monitor the condition of the laser facet and emitted near-field pattern. Furthermore we are able to measure the optical spectrum with a spectrum analyzer. The maximum wavelength resolution is 0.1 nm. The typical dependence of optical output power $P_{\text{out}}$ and voltage $V$ on current $I$ is presented in Figure 3 for a 100 µm × 500 µm laser diode under CW condition. The device of Figure 3 has been mounted junction-side down on a heat sink. We obtain nearly the same characteristic for CW and pulsed operation. The threshold current of this device is 76 mA corresponding to a numerical threshold current density of 152 A/cm$^2$. We achieve maximum CW output power of 1.3 W at a pumping current of 1.7 A. The differential quantum efficiency is 67% and the maximum wall-plug efficiency is 52%
3. Experimental Setup for Characterization of Traveling Wave Amplifiers

Semiconductor laser diodes with an antireflective coating on both facets can be used as traveling-wave amplifiers. Residual facet reflectivities in the range of 0.01%–0.1% are required to ensure reasonable high gain and small undulation in the optical spectrum[2] [3]. The operating characteristics of amplifiers are measured using an experimental setup as shown in Figure 4. As master oscillator we use a Ti:sapphire laser with a gaussian beam profil. The wavelength of this laser ranges continuously from 920 nm to 1060 nm. To achieve an appropriate input beam profil, the gaussian beam is expanded with a beam expander to approximately 4 mm FWHM. A combination of a cylindrical lens and a focusing lens is used in horizontal direction as an afocal telescope [4]. To inject a broad, gaussian shaped beam with nearly planar phase front into the active zone of the amplifier, typical cylindrical lenses with focal lengths between 6 cm and 30 cm are used, depending on the amplifier aperture. As focusing lens serves in vertical direction a lens with a numerical aperture of 0.615 and a focal length of 6.5 mm.

A schematic outline of the input is shown in Figure 5 for the vertical and horizontal beam propagation. With two CCD-cameras (Figure 4) it is possible to observe the diffraction-limited input beam of the master oscillator and the emission profil of the amplifier. The optical output spectrum of the amplifier is measured with an optical spectrum analyzer. This setup will be used for future investigations on traveling-wave amplifiers.
Fig. 4: Experimental arrangement to characterize traveling-wave amplifiers

Fig. 5: Vertical and horizontal beam arrangement
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Beam-Profile Filamentation in High-Power Semiconductor Laser Amplification

Zheng Dai

Mechanisms of beam profile filamentation are analyzed and simulated using the beam-propagation method (BPM). Several methods are suggested to compensate the distributed thermal lens effect. The influence of the antiguiding factor on the filamentation process is intensively discussed. Unstable-cavity semiconductor laser diodes and master-oscillator power amplifiers (MOPAs) with distributed compensation structures are proposed.

1. Introduction

Beam profile filamentation has been one of the major problems of high power laser amplification. Induced index variations cause self focusing and beam-profile distortions. For semiconductor devices whose refractive indexes are more flexible, non-uniform current injection, lateral optical hole burning, non-uniform thermal effects as well as localized device defects are entangled to change the refractive indexes and to produce beam filamentation. Beam-profile shaping becomes more and more challenging. Recently, scientists from SDL had succeeded in using semiconductor for high power laser amplifications [1]. The complexity of semiconductor devices raises some new questions, but also provides some new aspects. In this paper, we use the beam-propagation method (BPM) [2, 3] to analyze beam filamentation and discuss methods to compensate the thermal lens effect and to avoid filamentation. Unstable cavity and master-oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) with distributed compensation structures are proposed.

2. Evolution of the Filamented Beams

The refractive index of optical materials is sensitive to temperature variations. Although special considerations are taken for heat dissipation, semiconductor chips still suffer from severe thermal distortions. Non-uniform heat sources produce a lateral temperature gradient and form a distributed positive lens. With a model similar to Ref. [4], we simulated the lateral temperature inhomogeneity and its impact on beam-profile distortion as shown in Fig. 1. A poor thermal conductivity produces stronger thermal response and makes the beam tend to filament.

The thermal effect is not the only reason for filamentation, also inadequate built-in index, antiguiding factor, and facet reflection can contribute to filamentation. Fig. 2 reveals the impact of an abrupt built-in lateral index variation at waveguide edge, which is frequently used for optical lateral confinement. Diffraction occurring at waveguide edges evolves its Fresnel-diffraction ripples along the amplification and causes filamentation. Since the waveguide edges are still not "hard" enough, the numbers of ripples is the Fresnel number times a reduction factor. The practical waveguide edges are more or less corrugated and their diffraction patterns are expected to be more chaotic.

Besides self focusing and diffraction at the edges, also residual facet reflection causes deterioration of the beam profile. The interference and amplification of the counter propagating beam
increase the lateral inhomogeneity and lead to beam filamentation. Fig. 3 shows how small ripples caused by diffraction develop into filamentation due to a residual reflectivity of $2.5 \cdot 10^{-3}$. Thermal lens effect, diffraction, and facet reflection are actually entangled together. Besides, antiguiding factor could also cause self focus. The combination of these factors make the problem of filamentation complicated and elusive. Once self focus occur, lateral inhomogeneity goes worse and filamentation starts collapse. In order to obtain high power amplification with good beam quality, one should remove lateral waveguide confinement, suppress the facet residual reflectivity, and compensate the thermal lens effect. Beam profile shaping should be applied before self focus dominates the transmission.

Fig. 3: Beam profile filamentation due to facet reflection. The left-hand side shows the propagation of a beam in a 60-μm-wide stripe of a laser amplifier with no residual facet reflection, whereas on the right-hand side the effect of a residual reflection of $R = 2.5 \cdot 10^{-3}$ is illustrated.
3. Compensation Mechanisms

Self focusing can be compensated by several methods. Tapered waveguide has been frequently used to generate a divergent beam. Divergent beam injection or parallel injection using a curved entrance facet have the same effect. Compared to a correction method which is distributed along the waveguide, localized compensations are not very effective. Often, the thermal lens near the input facet is overcorrected and the thermal lens near the output is corrected insufficiently. Furthermore, localized compensations have a short effective length, while the high power amplification needs a relatively long amplification distance. The most effective way is to construct a distributed negative lens to compensate the distributed positive lens. In Fig. 4, the thermal lens is compensated by a distributed negative lens produced by a built-in index variation. Such compensation produces an satisfactory beam quality, but since the heat sources change significantly with operation conditions, a compensation of this kind has a limited operation range. Compensation of antiguiding factor having an adjustable range seems more favorable than other methods.

![Graph 1](image1.png)  
![Graph 2](image2.png)

**Fig. 4:** Thermal lens compensated by built-in index variation.  
**Fig. 5:** Thermal lens compensated by antiguiding factor using non uniform pumping.

4. Antiguinding Factor

The antiguiding-factor is also called linewidth enhancement factor, Henry factor or alpha-factor. This word is not exact, since the antiguiding factor could cause either guiding effect or self focusing effect depending on the lateral profile of the gain coefficient. Without lateral hole burning, the antiguiding effect builds up a distributed negative lens, while with lateral hole burning its index variation forms a distributed positive lens and the antiguiding factor becomes a “self focus factor”. This induced index variation adds to the distributed thermal lens makes compensation more difficult and determines the limitation of the high-power amplification. Exact control of the lateral gain profile under saturation is a challenging task. It needs not only a properly designed electrode geometry, but also a perfect active layer, which allows to generate the desired carrier concentration profile above the value of transparency. With properly controlled non-uniform pumping we simulated the compensation to the thermal lens produced by antiguiding factor. The output beam profile in Fig. 5 has a satisfactory quality.
5. Unstable Cavity and MOPA

Unstable cavities and master oscillator power amplifiers (MOPAs) are conventional ways to prevent filamentation. For semiconductor devices, the unstable cavity can be constructed easily by well-designed built-in index compensation and non-uniform pumping. The distributed negative lens is equivalent to the convex mirrors of conventional unstable cavity. Built-in index compensation determines the approximate operating point, controlled non-uniform injection provides a fine adjustment of antiguiding factor or compensation. Fig. 6 shows the configurations of non-uniform pumping. The electric isolations between electrodes are provided by proton injection. The distance between electrodes are less than electric and thermal diffusion distances. Driving each electrode separately can avoid lateral hole burning and can adjust the antiguiding factor compensation.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 6:** Semiconductor unstable cavity laser with separate driven electrodes for antiguiding factor compensation.

Controlled non-uniform pumping can also be used in a MOPA device for beam-profile shaping. The optical intensity distributes in longitudinal and lateral direction non-uniformly in MOPA devices, the inhomogeneous saturation requires a separate pumping in both longitudinal and lateral direction. Since the integrated MOPAs have no noise due to mechanical instability, they are suitable for self-adaptive controlled driving. Fig. 7 shows a schematic structure of such a MOPA for multilevel amplifications. The wave fronts of the output beam are monitored by a computer, its distortions can be corrected self-adaptively by adjusting the electrodes in the two shaping sections. The last shaping section produces a negative lens of short focus to diverse the backscattered beam into absorptive layers. Electrodes above the absorptive layers are controlled to decrease the lateral carrier diffusion and form two strong absorption sides, which are favorable for eliminating spatial high frequency signals and for preventing filamentation.
6. Conclusions

Numerical simulation shows that the thermal lensing effect is mainly responsible for filamentation. Strong lateral optical confinement should be avoided used because of the waveguide edge diffraction. The antiguiding factor can be manipulated to compensate the thermal lens effect. Unstable cavity lasers and MOPAs with distributed index compensation structures are proposed. MOPAs with multilevel amplifications and beam profile shaping are expected to improve the high power amplification limitation.

![Diagram of a MOPA device with separated electrodes for beam-profile shaping and multilevel amplification.](image)

**Fig. 7:** MOPA device with separated electrodes for beam-profile shaping and multilevel amplification.
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Vertical-Cavity Semiconductor Laser Amplifiers

Dieter Wiedenmann

The steady state amplification and the amplification bandwidth of vertical-cavity semiconductor laser amplifiers (VCSLA) have been investigated. We measured a small signal amplification of more than 20 dB with a bandwidth of 30 GHz. The response to sub-ps optical input pulses gives information on the dynamic behaviour of the device. The measured pulsewidth was below 60 ps. Operation in reflection and in transmission mode showed promising results.

1. Introduction

Recent progress in vertical-microcavity structures such as vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) and their potential application in parallel data processing has focused much interest in these devices. Up to now only a few investigations on amplification of an external beam have been reported [1,2]. Conventional semiconductor laser amplifiers which are based on edge emitting laser diodes usually show polarisation sensitivity of amplification and high coupling losses to optical fibres. Vertical-cavity semiconductor laser amplifiers (VCSLAs) easily overcome these problems due to their circular cavity geometry. Previous theoretical investigations have predicted the operating characteristics of VCSLAs to lie between those of standard-edge emitting travelling-wave and Fabry-Perot devices [3]. Applications can be foreseen as tunable wavelength-selective elements for optical preamplification and all-optical signal regeneration.

2. Device Structure

A cross-sectional view of the VCCLA structure is shown in Fig. 1. The device is grown by molecular beam epitaxy on n-GaAs substrate [4]. The one-wavelength-thick central region contains three 8-nm thick strained In$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$As quantum wells embedded between GaAs barriers and Al$_{0.4}$Ga$_{0.6}$As cladding layers. The resonator region is surrounded by AlAs/GaAs Bragg
reflector pairs. The lateral current confinement is achieved by multi-step proton implantation into the top mirror.

3. Static Operation Characteristics

![Graph showing signal gain versus pump current](image)

**Fig. 2:** Signal gain versus pump current for cw operation of the VCSLA.

The output power versus current characteristic of the VCSLA with 20 μm active diameter shows cw lasing for pump levels above 4 mA due to the high mirror reflectivities of the resonator. Light is emitted through both the top ring contact and the substrate at a wavelength of approximately 970 nm. To be sure that there is no self-oscillation of the amplifier, the highest pump level in our experiments has been 75 % of the threshold current. The static small-signal amplification characteristics, depicted in Fig. 2, has been measured using the emission of a Ti:sapphire cw-laser as input signal incidenting on the epitaxial side of the device. Input power is about 100 nW. A reflection mode amplification exceeding 20 dB is reached for a pump current of 3 mA. Amplification in transmission is much weaker due to the high reflectivity of the bottom mirror and additional absorption in the substrate. The resonance wavelength of the amplifier cavity can be tuned by slightly varying the driving current, and thus device temperature. Therefore, it is possible to match exactly the wavelength of the input light in order to reach the maximum amplification. With a detuning of the wavelength of the input light from the resonance of the amplifier cavity, a strong decay in amplification is observed, as shown in Fig. 3.

For comparison to the measured filter function of the cavity, we have also included a calculated function for the reflection signal gain of a Fabry-Perot amplifier with a single pass gain of 1.0086 [3]. The top and bottom reflectivities are 98.8 % and 99.3 %, respectively. The 3 dB bandwidth of the amplifier is about 0.1 nm, well suited for narrow-band active filters. Thermal tuning of the device is easily achieved, for instance in an extremely low power three-terminal configuration as in [5].
Fig. 3: Wavelength dependence of the static amplification at a pump current of 3 mA. The dashed curve is theoretical.

4. Dynamic Operation Characteristics

To investigate the dynamic behaviour of the device, being of great interest for high speed data processing, we have also studied the pulse response. For this purpose pulses of 200 fs length from a modelocked Ti:sapphire laser are used as the input, and a streak camera is employed for detection. Fig. 4 shows the FWHM of amplified transmitted pulses as function of driving current. For low pumping levels the pulse width of about 35 ps is close to the resolution limit of the measurement setup.

For pump levels above 1.7 mA there is a slight increase in pulse width. If we estimate a filter bandwidth of 0.1 nm for high pump levels and assume a gaussian shape for the input pulses, the minimum transmission pulse width is calculated to be about 60 ps, in fairly good agreement with the measured data. The increase in pulse width for increasing pump levels might thus be explained by the narrowing of the filter function of the amplifier cavity. Nevertheless the bandwidth is still large enough to handle 10 Gbit/s data rates.

5. Summary

In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated a vertical-cavity semiconductor laser amplifier with very good performance characteristics. The high static gain of up to 20 dB and the good dynamic behaviour together with other advantages of vertical-cavity structures such as polarisation insensitivity and low operating power make these devices very interesting for optical preamplification and all-optical signal regeneration in parallel optical data processing and lightwave communications.
Fig. 4: Pulse width of the transmitted signal as a function of driving current for sub-ps pulse excitation of the VCSLA. Resolution of the detecting streak camera is about 35 ps.
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Epitaxy of High-Quality Nitrides: A Challenge for MBE

Markus Mayer, Markus Kamp

Ammonia (NH₃) has been investigated as nitrogen precursor for the MBE growth of Group-III Nitrides. We report on decomposition experiments of NH₃ using a high-temperature gas injector. The decomposition mechanism of the NH₃ is studied in detail. Theoretical calculations assuming thermal equilibrium for the NH₃ decomposition are presented and compared to experimental results. Applying this growth method, which we call On Surface Cracking (OSC), we have achieved low temperature (5 K) photoluminescence linewidths for GaN as narrow as 5.5 meV and electron mobilities of 220 cm²/Vs at background carrier concentrations of n ≈ 2×10¹⁷ cm⁻³ at room temperature. Furthermore ternary AlGaN, GaN/AlGaN SQW structures and n-doped (GaN:Si) have been successfully grown and characterized.

1. Introduction

The commercial success of high brightness blue and green light-emitting diodes (LEDs) [1] based on group-III nitrides and the recent announcement of first laser diodes [2] indicate the advantages of AlInGaN semiconductors compared to SiC or ZnMgSSe (II-VI). A few years ago commercially available blue and green LEDs were based on indirect semiconductors with low luminescence. Due to the direct wide bandgap of AlInGaN, high brightness LEDs are now available. In the chain for full color displays, GaN based LEDs have been the missing component to cover almost the whole visible light spectrum and led to a break through in this field of optoelectronics. The recent announcement of first blue nitride lasers [2] might further improve optical data storage due to an increase of data density by a factor of four compared to the current industry standard that is based on laser diodes emitting at a wavelength of λ = 780 nm.

High-quality nitrides and commercially available LEDs are usually produced using MOVPE [3] growth technique. However, MBE growth of AlInGaN offers potential advantages, compared to MOVPE. Benefits of MBE include the excellent controllability of thickness and composition. Compared to MOVPE the reduced deposition temperature enhances the incorporation of high vapor pressure elements such as In and Mg and leads to a general reduction of diffusion in the crystal. This improves interfaces and doping profiles. The general ability of MBE for growth of high quality devices has been proven in various semiconductor systems (e.g. AlGaAs/GaAs, etc.), but there are still various challenges in MBE growth of InAlGaN.

The problems encountered in MBE growth of nitrides are mainly due to the nitrogen source. Commonly, N₂ is employed as nitrogen source in MBE. The strong N-N binding energy (9.5 eV) is difficult to break and makes the application of plasma cracking sources (DC, RF, ECR plasmas) mandatory. Using plasma sources, ion damage is hardly to avoid [4]. Additionally, sputtering effects due to the self-bias voltages often result in contamination of the epitaxial structures. Other serious uncertainties with complex and sophisticated plasma sources include reproducibility and homogeneity.

In comparison the average binding energy of the N-H bonding of NH₃ (3.85 eV) [5] is significantly lower than the energy of the threefold N-N bonding. The dissociation of NH₃ can further be enhanced by catalytic effects.
We report on the use of NH₃ as an efficient N source in MBE. The thermal cracking of ammonia in a high temperature gas injector is investigated [6]. Furthermore we employed an On Surface Cracking (OSC) technique where NH₃ is cracked directly on the growing surface. Both techniques are compared and the influence of catalytic and/or chemical reactions will be discussed. Theoretical calculations assuming thermal equilibrium for the NH₃ decomposition are presented and compared to the experimental results.

2. Experimental

For our investigations we use an almost standard MBE system (Riber 32) which is adapted to group-V gas sources. The system is turbo pumped, the attached gas control system is home made. NH₃ is introduced into the growth chamber through a standard high temperature gas injector (Riber HTI 432). Group-III elements (Ga, Al) are supplied by effusion cells. For detection of background gas species and for the NH₃ cracking studies a quadrupole mass analyzer (QMA, Fisons SXP Elite) is used. Note that the QMA is mounted on the side wall and is therefore not hit by the direct molecular beam. For the cracking experiments the substrate temperature is set at 100°C. Unless otherwise mentioned, GaN layers are grown at growth rates of 700 nm/h to a thickness of approximately 2 μm. With an increased growth rate of 1.2 μm/h, comparable crystal and optical properties are achieved. Characterization of the grown structures is carried out with optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), x-ray diffraction (XRD) and photoluminescence (PL). Electrical quality is determined from Hall and CV measurements.

3. Cracking of NH₃ in the High-Temperature Gas Injector

The injector consists of a heated cracking zone (0-1200 °C with a molybdenum baffle. NH₃ is injected at a flow rate of approximately 10 sccm. The thermal cracking of NH₃ in the high temperature gas injector is investigated by the QMA. The cracking results, shown in Fig. 1 are corrected by the cracking pattern of the QMA.

![Graph 1](image1.png)  ![Graph 2](image2.png)

**Fig. 1:** Decomposition of NH₃ as verified with the quadrupole mass analyzer  
**Fig. 2:** Calculated NH₃ equilibrium concentration as a function of temperature and NH₃ concentration

The decomposition of NH₃, according to the experimental results of fig. 1, starts at temperatures of approximately 600°C. Using the cracking of NH₃ in a high-temperature gas injector, the NH₃ should decompose into reactive N species (e.g. N, NH₁, NH₂). According to our results neither
atomic nitrogen nor other reactive N species are detectable in significant amounts. It cannot be excluded that the small quantities at measured atomar mass unit 16 are just an artifact, resulting from the determination of cracking pattern. The experimental results suggest the following overall reaction taking place inside the injector.

\[ \text{NH}_3 \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} \text{N}_2 + \frac{3}{2} \text{H}_2 \]  

(1)

Under the assumption of thermal equilibrium the processes in the injector can be described by a thermal equilibrium constant \( K \). Since the dissociation of \( \text{NH}_3 \) is endothermic and the total number of molecules changes with the position of the equilibrium, the equilibrium constant \( K \) depends on temperature as well as pressure. To investigate the thermic behaviour of the \( \text{NH}_3 \) dissociation, we are looking at a closed system with a \( \text{NH}_3 \) concentration of \([\text{NH}_3]_0 \) at \( T = 0 \) K. To calculate the relative \([\text{NH}_3] \) concentration with increasing temperature, following equations must be considered:

\[
2[\text{N}_2] + [\text{NH}_3] = [\text{NH}_3]_0 \quad (2)
\]

\[
[\text{H}_2] = 3[\text{N}_2] \quad (3)
\]

\[
K_c = \frac{[\text{NH}_3]^2}{[\text{N}_2][\text{H}_2]^3} \quad (4)
\]

The total amount of \([\text{N}_2] \) and \([\text{NH}_3] \) is given by equation (2), equation (3) considers the ratio of \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{N}_2 \) (3:1) and equation (4) is the mass action equation for the dissociation of \( \text{NH}_3 \). The mass action equation has to be formulated in concentrations and not as usually in partial pressures, since equation (2) has to be formulated in concentrations. The temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant \( K_c \) verified for the dissociation of \( \text{NH}_3 \) is given in the litterature [7]. Note that the pressure dependence of \( K \) can be eliminated with the ideal gas equation, assuming that \( \text{NH}_3 \) behaves like an ideal gas.

\[
\lg K_c = \frac{2078}{T} - 2.498 \times \lg T - 1.258 \times 10^{-4} T + 1.859 \times 10^{-7} T^2 + 2.10
\]

(5)

From the equilibrium constant \( K_c \) the temperature dependence of the ammonia dissociation can be calculated:

\[
\frac{[\text{NH}_3]}{[\text{NH}_3]_0} = \frac{\frac{K_c}{2} [\text{NH}_3]_0 + 1 - \sqrt{2\pi K_c [\text{NH}_3]_0 + 1}}{\frac{K_c}{2} [\text{NH}_3]_0}
\]

(6)

Fig. 2 shows the calculated \( \text{NH}_3 \) fraction versus temperature, assuming thermal equilibrium. Thermodynamic considerations reveal a dissociation of approximately 98 % of the \( \text{NH}_3 \) (concentration: 0.045 mol/l) under standard conditions (temperature: 273 K, pressure: 1013 mbar). For the conditions in our gasinjector, we assume a volume of 20 cm\(^3\) and a pressure of (10 - 4) mbar. According to fig. 2 the \( \text{NH}_3 \) should completely dissociate under MBE conditions.

The difference between thermodynamic equilibrium and experimental results discloses that experimental conditions differ from perfect steady state conditions. We propose that the total
number of collisions between molecules and injector walls are insufficient to establish equilibrium conditions. Therefore, a certain quantity of NH₃ can pass the injector without being cracked.

To understand the dissociation on a microscopic scale one can consider the NH₃ dissociation on steel, which has been investigated in detail as a comparable mechanism. Here, the dissociation mechanism is the following [10]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NH}_3(g) & \rightleftharpoons \text{NH}_3(ad) \quad (7) \\
\text{NH}_{3ad} & \rightleftharpoons \text{NH}_{2ad} + \text{H}_{ad} \quad (8) \\
\text{NH}_{2ad} + \text{H}_{ad} & \rightleftharpoons \text{NH}_{ad} + 2\text{H}_{ad} \quad (9) \\
\text{NH}_{ad} + 2\text{H}_{ad} & \rightleftharpoons \text{N}_{ad} + 3\text{H}_{ad} \quad (10) \\
2\text{H}_{ad} & \rightleftharpoons \text{H}_2(g) \quad (11) \\
2\text{N}_{ad} & \rightleftharpoons \text{N}_2(g) \quad (12)
\end{align*}
\]

with a decompositon rate \( \nu \) (for \( T \geq 550 \, ^\circ\text{C} \)) given by

\[
\nu = \frac{K_1 K_2 [\text{NH}_3]}{K_{-1} + K_2}
\]

Where the NH₃ supply is regarded as the rate limiting step. The catalytic activity of molybdenum (which is the baffle material of our injector) is reported to be about 60 % of the catalytic activity of steel [8]. As mentioned above, thermal cracking of NH₃ involves steps where adsorpt N, NH, NH₂ are formed on the surface. Since the binding energies of these species to the surface are high, they do not desorb but react on surface to N₂ (and H₂). Due to the already mentioned strong binding energy of N₂, growth of GaN can not be obtained from N₂ without plasma sources. Instead of NH₃ injector cracking we propose an On Surface Cracking (OSC) technique. The NH₃ is dissociated directly on the growing surface. Assuming that the NH₃ dissociation includes the same surface states, the active nitrogen (N_{ad}) can chemically react with the elemental gallium on surface to form GaN. These considerations indicate that the cracking of NH₃ directly on surface is an excellent possibility for using NH₃ as a precursor for MBE-grown nitrides.

4. On Surface Cracking of NH₃

Applying OSC for GaN growth we find that growth can be performed at temperatures as low as 550 °C. Excellent GaN optical and crystalline properties are achieved at substrate temperatures around 800 °C using a beam equivalent pressure of 1.5×10⁻⁵ mbar and 5×10⁻⁷ mbar for NH₃ and Ga, respectively. This corresponds to a V/III ratio of approx. 30. High-quality 2 μm thick bulk GaN films are obtained on (0001) α-Al₂O₃ (c-plane) substrates using a short nitridation step and a thin AlN nucleation layer. Fig. 3 shows characteristic atomic force micrographs (AFM) of the sapphire after nitridation, after following formation of the AlN nucleation layer and after subsequent growth of the 2 μm GaN layer. After nitridation the topography shows a roughness of less than 1.5 nm. Numerous tiny islands of about 50 nm width and 10 nm height appear after formation of the nominally 30 nm thick AlN nucleation layer, grown at 750 °C and annealed at 850 °C. Besides these islands, a grainy background with grain sizes of less than 10
nm is observed. The growth of this nucleation layer obviously has a three-dimensional nature. Despite this three-dimensional nature of the nucleation layer the surface of the resultant 2 μm thick GaN layer smoothens.

![Fig. 3: Topographic atomic force micrographs (AFM): (a) Surface of an Al₂O₃ substrate after nitridation. (b) Surface after following formation of an AlN nucleation layer and (c) after subsequent growth of 2 μm thick GaN.](image)

The optical quality of GaN is investigated with PL as shown in Fig. 4. The low-temperature luminescence (5 K) is dominated by a transition at 3.480 eV, probably a D²X recombination. The small linewidth of 5.5 meV of this recombination indicates the high optical quality. Yellow emission, often present between 2 eV and 2.75 eV, is so much suppressed that it could not be detected, even at 300 K. Electrical properties are obtained from Hall and CV measurements. With optimized growth conditions free carrier concentrations are 1×10¹⁷ cm⁻³ with mobilities of 220 cm²/Vs at 300 K. The x-ray diffraction linewidth of 2 μm thick GaN layers is typically 450 arcsec ((0002) reflex, Cu Kα1, omega scan).

A significant improvement in crystal quality is observed, when growth of GaN is performed on a GaN layer grown with our MOVPE system. This layer consists of a 0.5 μm thick GaN grown on sapphire. The original x-ray linewidth of 100 arcsec (GaN) is reduced to 70 arcsec after MBE-overgrowth with 2 μm GaN. We conclude that the crystal quality of GaN films is essentially affected by the MBE nitridation and nucleation process. These experiments reveal also that there is still room for further optimization of nitridation and MBE growth of nucleation layer.
Doping of binary GaN is further investigated, using Si for $n$-doping. We obtain free carrier concentrations of GaN:Si layers in the range of $n = 1 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ with mobilities of $\mu = 160$ cm$^2$/Vs. Ternary Al$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N up to 32 % Al is grown. The optical quality of Al$_{0.32}$Ga$_{0.68}$N is reasonable with a PL linewidth of 160 meV at 77 K.

First GaN SQW structures with nominally 5 nm thick GaN QWs show also promising optical and crystalline quality. Characteristic photoluminescence of these GaN/AlGaN heterostructure, taken at 77 K is shown in Fig. 5. The PL linewidth of the GaN SQW is 80 meV at an energy of 3.846 eV. The higher intensity, compared to the AlGaN barriers originates in carrier confinement in the QW. The higher energy, compared to bulk GaN indicates the effect of energy quantization. We believe that a decrease in linewidth and an increase in intensity is obtainable by optimizing the GaN/AlGaN interfaces and also the properties of bulk material.

5. Summary

We report on cracking of NH$_3$ on the growing surface and in a high-temperature gas injector. Efficient cracking of NH$_3$ in the gas injector is verified at temperatures above 600 °C using a quadrupole mass analyzer. The dominant cracking product is N$_2$ which, due to its high binding energy, is not appropriate for growth of nitrides. However, On Surface Cracking (OSC) of NH$_3$ results in excellent GaN optical qualities. Photoluminescence at 5 K reveals a bound exciton transition (probably D$^0$X) with a linewidth of 5.5 meV (FWHM) at 3.480 eV. Yellow emission at 300 K is not detected. Electrical transport measurements show electron mobilities of 220 cm$^2$/Vs for free electron concentrations as low as $1 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$. X-ray rocking curves of this layers prove a linewidth of 450 arsec, that indicates room for further optimizations of sapphire nitridation and growth of the nucleation layer. We conclude that OSC of NH$_3$ offers an excellent N source for MBE growth of GaN. It is easy to maintain, highly reproducible, economical, unsophisticated and the requirements to the injector are very low compared to every plasma source. Ternary AlGaN has been successfully grown up to 32 % Al. The photoluminescence of bulk Al$_{0.32}$Ga$_{0.68}$N shows a linewidth of 160 meV at 77 K. $n$-doping of binary GaN is obtained with Si, resulting in free carrier concentrations up to $n = 1 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ and mobilities of $\mu = 160$ cm$^2$/Vs (300 K). First nominally 5 nm thick GaN SQWs, embedded in AlGaN barriers show PL linewidths.
of 80 meV (77 K, $E_{GW}=3.846$ eV). The PL spectra indicates carrier confinement and energy quantization in the QW.

6. Conclusions

On the way to highly luminous devices we started to face challenges, as a suitable N precursor in MBE, optimization of sapphire nitridation, growth of AlN nucleation layer, $n$-doping etc. From our cracking investigations we conclude that OSC of NH$_3$ offers an excellent N source for MBE growth of GaN.

Essentially for blue/green LEDs are ternary InGaN and $p$-doping. According to the literature the $p$-doping in nitrides is successfully achieved using Mg. However, the formation of a Mg-H complex during growth is often described uncertainty and makes an additional annealing step for activating the Mg necessary.

Recently, we started growing Mg doped GaN layers in our new modified MBE system and it looks very promising to achieve $p$-doped GaN. The remaining task on the way to the MBE-grown blue/green LED is the optimization of optical and crystalline qualities of the ternary InGaN semiconductor. Due to the increasing indium desorption with higher growth temperatures it is difficult to achieve ternary In$_x$Ga$_{1-x}$N with high indium contents.
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MOVPE Growth of Group III Nitrides

Christoph Kirchner

*Group III Nitrides (GaN, InN, AlN and their alloys) offer a large potential for devices such as high-brightness blue and green LEDs, short-wavelength Lasers, UV photodetectors and high-temperature electronic devices. In this article, the process of epitaxial nitride growth is described.*

1. Introduction

Conventional III–V semiconductors (e.g. group III arsenides and group III phosphides) are limited to bandgap energies between 0.4 eV (InAs) and 2.4 eV (AIP). The group III nitrides GaN, AlN, InN and their ternary alloys have direct bandgaps with bandgap energies between 1.9 eV (InN) and 6.2 eV (AlN). Compared to another group of high-bandgap materials, the II–VI semiconductors, group III nitrides offer a higher utilizable bandgap range, higher bonding strength, and better thermal conductivity.

For fabrication of devices, epitaxial growth of layers and heterostructures is required. Here, group III nitrides suffer from the lack of suitable lattice matched substrate materials. Nitrides are grown either on sapphire (Al₂O₃, a or c axis) or 6H SiC. SiC offers superior properties due to an almost matched lattice constant and appropriate thermal expansion coefficient. Additionally, SiC substrates are available as p– and n– conducting type, while sapphire is an insulator. But due to the high prices of SiC substrates, sapphire is usually preferred for the growth of nitrides. A well established technique for the growth of nitrides, suitable for the large scale production of devices, is the Metal-Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE).

2. MOVPE System

The growth experiments are carried out with an AIXTRON AIX 200 RF MOVPE. The system is equipped with a water cooled quartz glass reactor. 2 inch substrates are loaded on a SiC-coated graphite susceptor with rotating disc. An RF heating allows process temperatures up to 1200°C. The growth pressure can be adjusted between 20 and 900 mbar. Fig.1 shows a simplified function scheme of the MOVPE system. The carrier gases are nitrogen or hydrogen. High purity of the carrier gases is mandatory to avoid contamination of the metalorganic (MO) precursors and impurities in the grown layers. Thus, the nitrogen is chemically purified, while the hydrogen is purified in a Pd diffusion cell. The carrier gas is led through the metalorganic sources. The group-III sources are metalorganic compounds filled in stainless steel bottles with dip tube and outlet tube. The carrier gas bubbles through the organometallic compound and thereby transports the source molecules into the reactor. To achieve a constant MO flow, the carrier gas inlet flow is stabilized by a mass flow controller (MFC).
The MO flow \( Q_{MO} \) can be calculated using the following equation:

\[
Q_{MO} = Q_s \cdot \frac{p_{d,MO}(T)}{p_c - p_{d,MO}(T)}
\]

with

- \( Q_s \): carrier gas source flow
- \( p_{d,MO}(T) \): vapor pressure of metalorganic compound
- \( p_c \): total pressure in the bottle

For a constant vapor pressure of the organometallic compounds, the bottles are stored in temperature-controlled baths. The pressure controller stabilizes the total pressure in the bottle. The pusher flow accelerates the MO flow. This is important for fast switching between different metalorganic sources.

Additionally, carrier gas continuously flows into the reactor for purging and for adjusting the flow speed through the reactor. The run-vent manifold switches the process gases between the reactor and the vent line, which leads to exhaust. Reactor and vent line have to be kept at the same pressure to avoid pressure bursts when switching which disturb the flow control of the MFCs. The exhaust gases are cleaned by dry-bed absorbers.

---

**Fig. 1:** Functional scheme of MOVPE system.
3. Growth Experiments

Group III nitrides are existing in two polytypes, the wurtzite and the zincblende modification. The wurtzite modification is the energetically preferred crystal structure. It is possible to grow zincblende GaN on GaAs substrates, while wurtzite GaN is grown on sapphire or SiC. All our nitride films are grown on c-plane oriented sapphire substrates. The substrates are cleaned in organic solvents and deionized water. The group–III organometallic precursors are trimethylgallium (TMDGa, (CH₃)₃Ga), triethylgallium (TEGa, (C₂H₅)₃Ga), trimethylaluminium (TMAI, (CH₃)₃Al) and trimethylindium (TMIn, (CH₃)₃In). The group–V precursor is high purity ammonia (NH₃). For p-doping, the organometallic source bicyclopentadienylmagnesium (Cp₂Mg, (C₅H₅)₂Mg) is used, while n-doping is realized with silane (SiH₄).

A typical temperature profile for a MOVPE growth process is shown in Fig. 2. After loading the substrate into the growth chamber, the sample is heated up to 1000 °C under flow of ammonia to remove surface impurities and to nitridate the sapphire surface, i.e. replacement of some oxygen atoms desorbed from the surface by nitrogen atoms from dissociated ammonia. Then the process temperature is lowered to 800 °C for growth of the AlN nucleation layer. Because of the low temperature, the nucleation layer is highly polycrystalline. The nucleation layer is extremely important for the quality of the grown epilayers, because the lattice mismatch between sapphire and GaN is very high. The nucleation layer forms a transition between the different lattice parameters. Besides the investigated AlN nucleation layers, GaN nucleation layers can be used too. These nucleation layers are grown at 600 °C. After growth of the nucleation layer, the reactor temperature is raised to 1060 °C. With this annealing step, the layer becomes partially monocristalline on the surface. On this surface, epitaxial growth is performed.

![Fig. 2: Temperature profile of a MOVPE growth process.](image-url)
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Fig. 3 shows an atomic force micrograph (AFM) of an AlN nucleation layer with grainy surface morphology. Original size of the detail is 250 × 250 nm. Epitaxial GaN films, grown on this surface, have smooth surfaces, displayed in Fig. 4. The SEM micrograph shows the surface of a 400 nm thick GaN layer grown at 1000°C with a magnification of 30000.

Fig. 3: AFM image of AlN nucleation layer  Fig. 4: SEM image of GaN layer

Typical temperatures for the growth of GaN and AlGaN are about 1000°C and 750–850°C for the growth of InGaN. The reactor pressure is varied from 25 to 150 mbar (low pressure MOVPE). V/III ratios are in the range from 3000 up to 7000 (GaN and AlGaN). Lower growth temperatures require higher V/III ratios, up to 20000 for growth of InGaN, due to the lower thermal decomposition of ammonia.

Characterization of the grown nitride layers is performed using x-ray diffraction (XRD), Photoluminescence, thickness, Hall and CV measurements. Fig. 5 shows a PL spectrum and a XRD curve of a 200 nm thick GaN layer, grown at 1000°C and 25 mbar reactor pressure. PL measured at 300 K shows near–bandgap luminescence. The long wavelength emission in the yellow spectral region at around 2.2 eV is usually strongest at 300 K. The long wavelength emission is attributed to nitrogen vacancies. Due to improved process technology, the long wavelength emission of this sample is very low. The linewidth of 122 arcsec (full-width at half maximum, FWHM), measured with XRD, signifies excellent crystal quality. Our best MOVPE–grown GaN films have linewidths of 50 arcsec.

First doping experiments have been carried out, using Cp2Mg for p–doping. P–type conduction in nitrides is not easy to achieve. For a p–type conduction in the range of 10¹⁸ cm⁻³ at room temperature, a Mg incorporation of around 10²⁰ cm⁻³ in the nitride film is necessary. This is caused by the high activation energy of the Mg acceptors of 150–200 meV. At room temperature, only a few percent of the acceptors are ionized.
The high magnesium content of the nitride films decreases crystal quality. In MOVPE, Cp2Mg doped nitride films require a post-growth annealing step in N2 ambient to activate the acceptor. It’s generally assumed that the annealing dissociates the incorporated Mg–H complexes and expels the hydrogen out of the layers. Without annealing, p-type conduction cannot be achieved due to passivation by hydrogen. The success of post-growth treatment for Mg activation was first shown by Akasaki et al. [1] using Low-Energy Electron Beam Irradiation (LEEBI) treatment of Mg doped GaN layers. Fig. 6 shows the p-conduction of a Mg doped GaN layer, annealed for 10 min at 700°C in nitrogen ambient. The n-type background carrier concentration of the GaN films is in the range from 10^{17} \text{cm}^{-3} to 10^{19} \text{cm}^{-3}.

![Figure 5: PL spectrum and XRD curve of GaN](image)

The ternary alloys Al_xGa_{1-x}N and In_xGa_{1-x}N are very important materials for fabrication of devices. Fig.7 shows a PL spectrum and a XRD curve of AlGaN with an aluminium content of 10\%, grown at 930°C. The PL peak shifts to shorter wavelenghts. The Al content can be calculated from the PL shift and the XRD peak shift. In Fig.8, a PL spectrum and a XRD curve from InGaN with an In content of 5\% grown at 800°C are displayed. The PL peak has shifted to longer wavelenghts. The XRD peak is quite broad, signifying poor crystal quality. This is caused by the low growth temperature, which is necessary due to the high vapor pressure of indium. High growth temperatures prevent In incorporation into the GaN layers.
Fig. 6: \( p \)-doping profile of Mg doped GaN layer

Fig. 7: PL spectrum and XRD curve of AlGaN
Fig. 8: PL spectrum and XRD curve of InGaN

4. Summary

Growth of group III nitrides in MOVPE has been performed. Epitaxial GaN films reveal excellent crystal quality up to 50 arcsec linewidth in XRD. Mg-doped GaN samples annealed under Nitrogen, show $p$-type conduction of $7 \times 10^{18} \text{cm}^{-3}$. The MOVPE grown ternary alloys AlGaN and InGaN require further improvement of crystallinity and optical properties.
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Characterization of Group III Nitrides

Arthur Pelzmann, Markus Kamp

Group III nitrides grown with GSMBE and MOVPE on c-plane sapphire substrates are examined by temperature dependent photoluminescence measurements, x-ray diffraction and electrical characterization methods (Hall, CV).

1. Introduction

Group III nitrides (e.g. AlN, GaN, InN, and their alloys) are predestinated for optoelectronic applications from the long visible light range down to UV wavelengths since they cover a bandgap range from 1.6 to 6.2 eV. Nowadays, one of the most important optoelectronic applications of group III nitrides are GaN based blue and green LEDs. High-brightness GaN-based blue LEDs were first fabricated by S. Nakamura using α-Al₂O₃ as substrate material and two-flow metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) for the epitaxial growth [1]. The lattice mismatch between sapphire and GaN is very high (GaN: \( a = 3.189 \) Å, α-Al₂O₃ : \( a = 4.758 \) Å). A more suitable substrate material for the epitaxial growth of GaN is 6H SiC. However, due to the high price and the low availability of suitable 6H SiC, most groups use the less expensive α-sapphire for the growth of wurtzite-type nitrides despite the above mentioned large lattice mismatch. Best results in growth of high quality group III nitrides are based on MOVPE techniques. However, the growth of group III nitrides by gas-source molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE) appears also to be very promising. [3, 4]. Particularly in our department we have the opportunity to compare both growth techniques directly since we are equipped with a MOVPE and a GSMBE system. The first step in the fabrication of optoelectronic semiconductor devices is the optimization of the grown material referring to optical, electrical and crystalline quality. In our investigations we use high resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD) to examine crystalline quality. Temperature dependent photoluminescence (PL) yields information about radiative transitions. Electrical properties such as doping profile, carrier concentration and mobility are measured with Hall and CV (capacity voltage) techniques.

2. Experimental Setup

Optical characterization

For photoluminescence measurements we use the setup depicted in Fig. 1. A HeCd laser with a maximum output power of 65 mW at 325 nm is used for optical excitation. The wavelength of 325 nm (3.815 eV) is sufficient for excitation of group III nitrides in the temperature range from 300 K down to 4.2 K except for AlₓGa₁₋ₓN with Al contents above approximately 17 %. This is due to the energy of the near bandgap I₂-line (exciton bound to neutral donor) which is given by

\[ E_{\text{peak}I_2} = 3.47 + 1.75x + 0.98x^2 \]

at 4.2 K [5]. For the excitation of alloys with higher Al contents we use the 275 nm (4.51 eV) line of a Ar⁺-ion laser. The excitation beam is chopped and focused onto the sample. The
luminescence signal is analysed in a monochromator and detected with a photomultiplier using lock-In amplification technique. For temperature dependent PL, the sample is located inside a cryostat which allows measurements from room temperature down to 10 K. Normally, PL spectra are taken in the range of 330 nm (280 nm for AlGaN) to 650 nm.

![Experimental setup for photoluminescence measurements on group III nitrides](image)

**Fig. 1: Experimental setup for photoluminescence measurements on group III nitrides**

**Crystalline Characterization**

For determination of the crystalline quality the (0002) reflexes of the nitride samples are measured using a Philips 5-crystal diffractometer (CuKα line). A criterion for good crystalline quality is the linewidth of the measured reflex. The linewidth is determined by following contributions: the intrinsic rocking curve width of the investigated sample, the intrinsic rocking curve width of the monochromator, the rocking curve broadening by strain surrounding dislocations, the rocking curve broadening by angular rotation at dislocations and the rocking curve broadening due to crystal size, the rocking curve broadening due to curvature of the crystal [6]. Because the first two contributions will be constant for GaN, the rocking curve linewidth should be a measure for the density of dislocations in the layer.

X-ray diffraction is also used to calculate the Al and In content in the ternary alloys AlₓGa₁₋ₓN and InᵧGa₁₋ᵧN.

Samples with high crystalline quality reveal thickness fringes in the XRD peaks which allow the calculation of the layer thicknesses. However, usually surface profiling and photoreflection measurements are used to determine layer thicknesses.

**Electrical Characterization**

For determination of the free carrier concentrations and mobilities we use a standard Hall technique with a van der Pauw setup for conductivity measurements. Ohmic contacts for the Hall
measurements are formed on the layer surface by tempering In pellets under N₂ atmosphere for 10 s at 400 °C.
The depth profile of p-(Mg) and n-(Si) dopants are investigated with a mercury CV profiler.

3. Results and Discussion

The investigated samples are grown by MOVPE and GMBE using c-oriented α sapphire as substrate material. The epitaxial growth of GaN on sapphire substrates leads to a wurtzite structure of the layers. Due to the high lattice mismatch, the layers are completely relaxed at growth temperatures. However, the post-growth cooling from approx. 1000 °C down to room temperature causes strain (which is obviously visible by the curvature of the wafer) due to the different thermal expansion coefficients (∼ 27 % in a-direction). Large numbers of dislocations (∼ 10¹⁰ cm⁻²) are formed to reduce the resulting strain [7].
The dislocations are scattering centers for carriers. If they occur at high densities they can affect electron Hall mobilities which should decrease with increasing dislocation densities. Indeed, we found a correlation between the electron mobilities and the linewidth of the measured x-ray rocking curves as shown in Fig. 2 (free carrier concentration \( n \approx 1 \times 10^{18} \) cm⁻³). Therefore we assume that the rocking curve linewidths of our samples are principally broadened by dislocations and residual strain.

![Fig. 2: Correlation between x-ray linewidths and hall mobilities for GMBE-grown GaN](image)

Due to the high concentration of native defects high unintentional background carrier concentrations in the range between \( n = 10^{16} \) cm⁻³ and \( n = 10^{17} \) cm⁻³ dependent on the growth technique are still common. As widely accepted, the background carrier concentration is attributed to nitrogen vacancies (\( V_N \)) [8].
This unintentionally “doping” is measured using a Hall-setup and the CV-profiler. The measured background carrier concentrations vary from $1 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ to $8 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ for GSMBE grown GaN samples and $1 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ to $1 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ for MOVPE grown GaN samples. Fig. 3 shows a viewgraph of theoretical Hall mobilities versus free electron concentration by Rode [2]. The curves are calculated by iteratively solving the Boltzmann equation with Fermi statistic. The topmost curve assumes a compensation ratio ($\frac{N_{A}}{N_{D}}$) of 0, the curves below correspond to 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 downwards. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of our measured mobilities with the experimental data measured by many authors on intentionally and unintentionally doped MOVPE and GSMBE samples [2]. As one can see our data are in good agreement with that of other authors but measured mobility at $n = 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ is about three to four times lower than the theoretical values for low compensation. This could be due to following reason.

![Fig. 3: Theoretical Hall mobility versus free electron concentration calculated by Rode [2].](image1)

![Fig. 4: 300 K Hall mobilities versus free electron concentration for GaN from various groups using both MOVPE and MBE for the growth [2]. The filled squares show our measured results for GaN.](image2)

The calculations do not take into account that the carrier mobility is limited by scattering at crystal defects. Therefore, we assume that the measured lower mobilities are limited by high dislocation densities, grain boundaries and stacking faults in the examined GaN material. Fig. 5 shows a transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of a MOVPE-grown GaN layer at the interface. Many plane defects perpendicular to the sample surface can be observed which underpins the above mentioned assumption.

The comparison of CV measurements and Hall measurements show that for most of the samples grown by both techniques the unintentionally doping is homogeneous in the whole layer thickness. Therefore we assume that the dislocations do not form significant amounts of deep traps or electron donors despite their high density at the interface.

The two ways of growing finally involve that the surfaces and also the size of growing islands differ. MBE leads to quite smooth surface and almost equal sized islands, whereas MOVPE yields a rough, completely nonperiodic one. Figs. 6 and 7 are a comparison of two atomic force micrographs (AFM) of GaN samples grown by GSMBE and MOVPE.
Fig. 5: TEM micrograph of MOVPE grown GaN at the interface.

Fig. 6: AFM micrograph of a GSMBE grown GaN sample. The examined area on the surface is 5 μm × 5 μm. The RMS roughness is 127 Å.

Fig. 7: AFM micrograph of a MOVPE grown GaN sample. The examined area on the surface is 5 μm × 5 μm. The RMS roughness is 646 Å.
The aim of our GaN growth optimization is to decrease the unintentional background carrier concentration and to increase the crystalline and optical quality. Fig. 8 shows a rocking curve of a MOVPE sample after optimization. The very small linewidth is an indication to the good crystalline quality of the layer. Pendellösung fringes are clearly resolved in the rocking curve. They can be used to calculate the layer thickness which is about 224 nm.

![Omega scan, (0002)-reflex](image)

**Fig. 8:** Rocking curve of a MOVPE-grown GaN sample. Thickness fringes can clearly be seen in the viewgraph. The calculated thickness of the layer is 224 nm.

PL also marks high density of vacancies, visible through a wide middle bandgap transition. Aiming to decrease this yellow luminescence, normally centered at about 2.3 eV (approx. 540 nm) with variable width from 300 to 700 meV, and improvement of the signal output of the near bandgap transitions, the different growth techniques yielded results illustrated in the viewgraphs of Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

Investigation of the temperature dependent photoluminescence in the near bandgap energy region of wurtzite GaN is compared with a Varshni-Fit of the bandgap energy [5]:

$$E_g(T) = 3.503 + \frac{5.08 \times 10^{-4} T^2}{T - 996} \text{eV}$$

The viewgraph in Fig. 11 shows the peak positions of a GSMBE sample compared to the Varshni fit of the GaN bandgap.

As one can see, our values differ from the Varshni fit by a average term of about 36.8 meV. The constant difference between the bandgap energy and the measured near bandgap transitions should equal to excitonic binding energies. These energies can be calculated using effective mass theory. In literature we found values varying between 20 and 25 meV for the binding energy of the free exciton. The difference between the excitonic binding energy (20 - 25 meV) and our measured value (36 meV) can be caused by residual strain in the layer due to different thermal expansion coefficients between layer and sapphire substrate as well as strain fields around dislocations and plane defects.
Fig. 9: Photoluminescence of a GSMBE-grown GaN sample at 5 K

Fig. 10: Photoluminescence of a MOVPE-grown GaN sample at 5 K

Fig. 11: Varshni - fit of GaN compared with data measured on a GSMBE sample.
Strain not only modifies the bandgap, it might also separate the originally degenerated valence bands of light and heavy holes (lh/hh) and thus increases the number of possible radiative transitions e.g. A-exciton (transition from $\Gamma_{9e}$), B/C-exciton (transition from upper/lower $\Gamma_{7e}$), DBE (donor bound exciton), ABE (acceptor bound exciton) and phonon replicas etc. Using various substrates and layer thicknesses different data are found in the literature so that a classification of the peaks is not simple. Moreover at low temperatures ($< 50$ K) up to 5, in single cases 6 or 7 peaks are reported in the near bandgap region.

4. Summary

Characterization of group III nitrides is carried out using temperature dependent photoluminescence, Hall and CV measurements and x-ray diffraction. These characterization methods yield a feedback for optimization of the semiconductor materials. We find a correlation between the measured Hall mobilities and the linewidths of the x-ray (0002)-reflex for our GaN. Samples with increasing x-ray linewidth show decreasing Hall mobilities. Therefore, we assume that the dislocation density in our samples reduces the free carrier mobility.

Finally AFM measurements show strong differences in surface topography depending on the growth technique.

Temperature dependent near bandgap photoluminescence shows transitions which are shifted for a few meV compared to excitonic lines. The reason for this could be due to the residual strain caused by postgrowth cooling.
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Gas-Source Molecular Beam Epitaxy of Semiconductor Structures on the Base of InGaAs(P)/InP

Hin Yiu Chung, Dirck Sowada, Torsten Wipiejewski

We investigated the Gas-Source Molecular Beam Epitaxy (GSMBE) growth of InGaAs(P) layers and heterostructures on InP substrates. X-ray and Photoluminesence (PL) measurements indicate that our InGaAs(P) epilayers are of good device quality. InGaAs/InP MQWs structures with 6 meV PL - Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) measured at 10 K have been also successfully grown. Laser diodes with compressively strained InGaAs/InGaAsP Multiple Quantum Wells (MQWs) as active layers have been grown, fabricated and tested. Under pulsed condition, the laser diodes exhibit a threshold current density $j_{th}$ of 1.2 kAcm$^{-2}$.

1. Introduction

Impressive progress has taken place in the past few years in the development of optical interconnects and optical fiber communication systems. The driving force of these new technologies is the availability of high quality semiconductor laser diodes and photodetectors working in the long wavelength regime. Laser diodes on the base of InGaAs(P)/InP with an emission wavelength of 1.5 $\mu$m therefore enjoy particular interest in industries as optical sources for low-loss optical fiber communications. The gas source molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE) technology is well suited for the growth of sophisticated and complex laser structures on the base of InGaAs(P)/InP, owing to its low growth temperature, the possibility of achieving abrupt interfaces, the use of appropriate dopants such as Be and Si, the low system memory effect and the ability of achieving delta dopings. In this article we describe our first results on the growth of InGaAs(P), InGaAs/InP MQWs and laser diodes with strained InGaAs/InGaAsP MQWs as active layer by GSMBE.

2. Epitaxial Procedure

The growth of InGaAs, InGaAsP and InP layers has been carried out in a modified Riber 32 CBE system. The background pressure of the growth chamber lays in the upper $10^{-10}$ Torr region. Elemental In, Ga and Al served as the group-III sources, while precracked AsH$_3$ and PH$_3$ were used as the group-V precursors. Both AsH$_3$ and PH$_3$ supplies are regulated by pressure control loops. The cracking of the group-V precursors was carried out at a temperature of 1000 $^\circ$C in two separate low pressure gas injectors. Be and Si are used as dopants. All layers have been grown on (100) oriented $n^+$-InP substrates. The substrates have been either pre-etched with H$_2$O; H$_2$O$_2$ : H$_2$SO$_4$ = 1:1:3 etchant before growth or are of epi-ready quality. During nearly all the epitaxial growths, the temperature of the substrates is maintained at 500 $^\circ$C and is measured by a pyrometer. The growth rates of InP, InGaAs and InGaAsP were 700 nms$^{-1}$, 1400 nms$^{-1}$ and 970 nms$^{-1}$ respectively. The chamber pressure during growth was in the mid $10^{-5}$ Torr region.

The crystal quality of the epilayers have been investigated by high resolution x-ray diffraction. Photoluminesence (PL) and Hall measurements were carried out to characterize the optical and electrical properties of the layers.
3. Results

X-ray diffraction measurements have been carried out regularly to control the reproducibility of our epilayers. In the case of the InGaAs layers grown on InP substrates, a lattice matching of around $5 \times 10^{-4}$ could be routinely achieved. The FWHM of the (004) reflex of all the InGaAs layers are around 23 sec. Room temperature Hall mobilities of the InGaAs layers are around 10000 cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$ which indicates the high purity of the epilayers. 10 K PL spectra showed a single peak at 1.56 μm with a FWHM of 8 meV. InGaAsP ($\lambda_{gap} = 1.3 \mu m$) layers have also been successfully grown on InP substrates. A lattice matching of down to $4 \times 10^{-4}$ has been achieved. PL measurements on the samples at 300 K show a single peak at 1.3 μm with a FWHM of around 32 meV and the corresponding FWHMs at 10 K are around 15 meV.

Besides single epilayers, multiple quantum well (MQW) structures were also successfully grown. In Fig.1 the x-ray rocking curve of a InGaAs/InP-MQW structure is shown. The MQW structure consists of four periods of lattice matched 8 nm InGaAs-well/10 nm InP-barrier layers. The cap layer of the structure is a 250 nm thick InP layer. In the rocking curve, a large number of fringes appear on both sides of the (004) reflex of the InP substrate. These fringes were identified to be generated by multiple reflections of the incident x-ray beam between the lower and upper interfaces of the InP cap layer. This observation shows the high crystal quality of the InP cap layer. Furthermore, high order satellite peaks can also be observed on both sides of the substrate reflex which indicate the good crystal quality of the MQWs. PL measurements of the MQW structure is shown in Fig.2. At 300 K a single peak centered at 1.55 μm with a FWHM of 36 meV has been observed. At 10 K the FWHM of the PL peak is reduced to 6 meV. These results show that the optical property of the MQW structure is of good device quality.

![Fig. 1: X-ray rocking curve corresponding to a 4×(8 nm InGaAs/10 nm InP) MQW structure grown lattice matched to InP.](image1)

![Fig. 2: PL spectra of a 4×(8 nm InGaAs/10 nm InP) MQW structure measured at 10 K and 300 K.](image2)

4. Laser Diodes with Compressively Strained MQW Active Layer

Laser structures with three compressively strained In$_{0.72}$Ga$_{0.28}$As/InGaAsP ($\lambda = 1.3 \mu m$) MQWs as active layer have been grown for the further investigation on the reliability of the GSMBE system as a device manufacturing tool. In Fig. 3 the epilayer structure of the laser diodes is shown. Laser bars with a width of 20 μm and the length of 420 μm have been fabricated from these epilayers and tested. Under pulsed operation, our lasers yield a threshold current density $j_{th}$ of 1.2 kAcm$^{-2}$. The emission wavelengths of the devices are around 1.6 μm. In Fig.4, the output power of a laser bar is shown as a function of the driving current.
5. Summary
We have successfully grown InGaAs and InGaAsP epilayers by GSMBE. X-ray and PL measurements indicate that our epilayers are of good device quality. InGaAs/InP MQW structures with 10 K PL-FWHM at 6 meV have also been successfully achieved. To further investigate the reliability of the GSMBE system, laser structures with compressively strained InGaAs/InGaAsP MQWs active layer have been grown and tested. Under pulsed condition, our laser diodes exhibit a threshold current density \( j_{th} \) of 1.2 kAcm\(^{-2}\).
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Growth of VCSELs with GaAs Quantum Wells

Gernot Reiner

This report deals with the growth, and the structure design of a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) with GaAs quantum wells. VCSELs with AlGaAs/AlGaAs top p-doped mirrors have threshold voltages around 2 V while those with AlAs-AlGaAs mirrors have threshold voltages around 6 V. The maximum wall-plug efficiency for a 4 µm device is 26%. Using As₂ instead of As₄ as the arsenic species allows the growth of high quality material at growth temperatures below 680 °C.

1. Introduction

Short wavelength vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers are attractive light sources for optical interconnects. During the last year, there has been a tremendous improvement in the operation characteristics of these devices due to lateral current confinement by selective oxidation. VCSELs with In₀.₂Ga₀.₈As quantum wells now have wall-plug efficiencies of more than 50% [1] [3]. On the other hand VCSELs emitting around 850 nm are preferred in optical interconnects since they allow the use of Si or GaAs photodetectors. This makes it necessary to replace the In₀.₂Ga₀.₈As quantum wells by GaAs quantum wells or even more sophisticated InAlGaAs quantum wells. Growth experiments and structure design of VCSELs with GaAs quantum wells are discussed in detail in this report.

![Fig. 1: Structure of an oxidized VCSEL.](image)

The VCSEL structure investigated is sketched in Fig. 1. The active region contains three 8 nm thick GaAs quantum wells with Al₀.₂Ga₀.₈As barriers embedded in Al₀.₅Ga₀.₅As spacer layers. The lower mirror consists of AlAs-Al₀.₂Ga₀.₈As quarter-wavelength layers. However, the last four mirror pairs close to the active region are composed of Al₀.₅Ga₀.₅As-Al₀.₂Ga₀.₈As to prevent the oxidation of layers in the lower mirror in the following step of selective oxidation. The upper mirror is composed of Al₀.₉Ga₀.₁As- Al₀.₂Ga₀.₈As quarter-wavelength layers. Between the high and low index layers 5 nm thick Al₀.₅Ga₀.₅As layers reduce the electrical series resistance of the
distributed Bragg reflector. A 30 nm thick AlAs layer is placed in the first low index layer of the upper Bragg reflector for current confinement by selective oxidation. After the chemical etching of mesas, this AlAs layer is oxidized and top TiPtAu ring contacts and broad area bottom AuGeNi n-type contacts are deposited.

2. Growth of the Active GaAs Quantum Wells

GaAs quantum wells have to be grown at relatively high growth temperatures to achieve good material quality. When \( \text{As}_4 \) is used as the arsenic species, the temperature range from 630°C to 670°C has to be avoided since in this temperature range only arsenic deficient layers can be obtained. Growing at high temperatures however, one has to cope with the desorption of gallium from the growing surface.

![Gallium desorption as a function of growth temperature.](image1)

Fig. 2: Gallium desorption as a function of growth temperature.

Fig. 2 shows the onset of gallium desorption with increasing growth temperature taken from [2]. The desorption of gallium does not only change the net growth velocity but also results in composition changes if ternary alloys like AlGaAs have to be grown.

![Reflectivity spectrum of a GaAs QW VCSEL.](image2)

Fig. 3: Reflectivity spectrum of a GaAs QW VCSEL.

Fig. 3 shows a typical reflectivity spectrum of a GaAs VCSEL where no complete compensation for the Gallium desorption has taken place. The inner cavity has been grown at a temperature of 680°C and growth rates have been compensated for a gallium desorption of 50 nm/h. The cavity mode is shifted towards the short wavelength edge of the stopband. Not only the cavity mode is shifted by the onset of gallium desorption but also the gain maximum of the quantum
wells is shifted since quantum well thickness as well as barrier height depend on growth temperature. Therefore it is more difficult to adjust cavity mode and gain maximum at these relatively high growth temperatures. To weaken the problems arising from growing under high gallium desorption a arsenic valved cracker cell has been installed in the MBE-System. This source allows to use As$_2$ for the growth of GaAs and related compounds. Using As$_2$, it is possible to grow in the temperature range from 630 °C to 670 °C with good surface morphologies. Fig. 4 shows the output characteristics of a 25 μm device grown at a substrate temperature of 650 °C. Although gain maximum and cavity resonance are strongly detuned the device reaches a maximum output power of 2 mW. This shows the potential of growing high-quality material at rather low substrate temperatures. Fig. 5 shows the output characteristics of a 4 μm device with the very same structure fabricated from sample M118/95 grown at 680 °C. In this structure, gain maximum and cavity resonance are aligned much better. This results in devices with wall-plug efficiencies up to 26%.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 4:** 25 μm VCSEL device from sample M117/95 grown at $T_{\text{Substr.}} = 650 \, ^\circ\text{C}$.

3. **Carbon Doping of AlGaAs Heterostructures**

A significant reduction in the series resistance of the p-doped Bragg reflector has already been achieved by replacing an AlAs-Al$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$As mirror by an Al$_{0.9}$Ga$_{0.1}$As-Al$_{0.2}$Ga$_{0.8}$As mirror. Threshold voltages of VCSELs with the first mirror design are in the range of 5-6 V [4]. Threshold voltages for VCSELs with the second mirror design are in the range of 2 V. However a further reduction in threshold voltage and serie resistance could probably only be achieved with carbon as the p-type dopant. Among the serveral possible carbon sources available best results were achieved using carbontetra bromide (CBr$_4$) as dopant gas [5] [6]. CBr$_4$ is a white crystalline solid which has a relatively high vapor pressure of around 0.9 Torr at 300 K. This allows the direct injection of CBr$_4$ vapor into the growth chamber without any carrier gas. Fig. 5 shows the system that is built up for carbon doping using CBr$_4$. 
Fig. 5: 4 \( \mu m \) VCSEL device from sample M118/95 grown at \( T_{\text{Substr.}} = 680^\circ C \).

Fig. 6: Schematic of the system for carbon doping with CBr\(_4\)
4. Conclusion
VCSELs with emission wavelengths of around 850 nm have been realized containing GaAs quantum wells. Samples grown at temperatures of 680 °C reach wall-plug efficiencies of up to 26%. The driving voltages of the devices are below 3 V. It has been shown that the use of As$_2$ instead of As$_4$ allows the growth of high quality material at reduced substrate temperatures. A system for carbon doping with CBr$_4$ has been set up. This gives the prospect for a further reduction in the series resistance of the devices and therefore improved device characteristics.
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Selective Oxidation of AlGaAs Layers

Martin Grabherr, Bernhard Weigl

Recently, it has been shown that the use of selectively oxidized AlGaAs layers for current confinement can improve the performance of semiconductor lasers [1] [2]. Therefore, an experimental setup for the oxidation process has been established and detailed investigations on process parameters have been carried out.

1. Oxidation Setup

The selective oxidation process is usually done in an N\textsubscript{2}/H\textsubscript{2}O atmosphere at temperatures from 380 °C to 550 °C [3]. Fig. 1 shows a schematic sketch of the oxidation setup. It generally consists of two main parts, a bubbler system and an oxidation furnace.

![Diagram of oxidation setup]

**Fig. 1:** Schematic structure of the oxidation system

To obtain a reproducible loading of the N\textsubscript{2} gas with water vapor, nitrogen flow, temperature of the deionized water in the bubbler, and system pressure have to be controlled. The supplying gas lines are heated to 120 °C to avoid any recondensation and thereby reduction of the water vapor concentration in the carrier gas before being injected into the furnace. A three zone furnace
with a relatively long reactor oven offers a stable and precisely adjustable process temperature in the quartz glass tube. Pressure control is done by a regulation valve in the exhaust pipe. Two bypass pipes are included to flood the reactor with cold and dry nitrogen in order to stop the chemical reaction.

2. Oxidation Process

For a calibration of the oxidation rates for different materials and process parameters, some tests have been done. In order to obtain reproducible oxidation rates, the supply of water vapor which is set by the two parameters, gas flow and bubbler temperature, has to be higher than it is necessary for a reaction-rate limited oxidation process. Oxidation tests at this conditions, we call it saturation, show maximum oxidation rates for fixed process temperatures and the oxide depth then grows linear with time. As we could see, oxidation rates are then determined by Al concentration, process temperature, and layer thickness.

![Fig. 2: Oxidation rate versus Al concentration.](image1)

![Fig. 3: Oxidation rate versus process temperature for a 27-nm-thick AlAs layer.](image2)
The dependency of the oxidation rate on the Al concentration is depicted in Fig. 2 [2]. The logarithmic plot shows a strong selectivity especially for high Al concentrations. The oxidation rate of Al\textsubscript{0.88}Ga\textsubscript{0.12}As for example is reduced by a factor of 100 compared to that of pure AlAs. Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of the oxidation process for a 27 nm AlAs layer. The rate plotted in the temperature range from 380 °C to 420 °C varies from 0.6 μm/min to 2.3 μm/min and can be fitted by an exponential law.

\[ r(T) = r_0 \cdot \exp \left( \frac{-E_a}{kT} \right) = 7.75 \cdot 10^9 \frac{\mu m}{min} \cdot \exp \left( \frac{-1.31 eV}{kT} \right) \]

For this very thin layer, a dependency of the oxidation rate on the layer thickness can be seen. A more detailed examination with specially-prepared samples is presented in Fig. 4.

Even for extreme oxidation depth and aspect ratios of oxide thickness to depth (more than 1 : 2000), a stable oxidation rate of 1.2 μm/min for this 27-nm-thick AlAs layer at a process temperature of 400 °C is detected, which is shown in Fig. 5.

![Figure 4: Oxidation rate for different AlAs layer thicknesses.](image)

3. Summary
The investigations on the oxidation process showed that it is a very advantageous tool in laser processing. The high selectivity forms thin oxide layers, that work as effective current apertures in laser structures. The reduced refractive index of the oxide (\( n = 1.55 \)) can induce an optical index guiding. Process temperature can be chosen low enough to avoid diffusion in the AlGaAs system and processing time is short. Linearity in time allows easy scaling for different device geometries. Used substances are as cheap and harmless as possible.

Very good characteristics of VCSELS (vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers) oxidized by using the presented system [4] [5] confirm the application in laser processing. A little more should be
Selective Oxidation of AlGaAs Layers

known about the chemistry of the process and long time stability of the manufactured devices. But it seems that selective oxidation will be one of the favorite processing tools for future laser device technology.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 5:** Oxidation depth of a 27-nm-thick AlAs layer versus time at a process temperature of 400 °C
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Sputter Etching of GaAs and GaN

Franz Eberhard, Markus Schauer

1. Introduction
Currently available exposure tools and highly sensitive resist materials allow the generation of sub-micrometer pattern sizes. However, the reproducible and controllable transfer of pattern dimensions in the range below 1 μm is impossible with wet chemical etching due to the adhesion of etch solution and the isotropic behaviour. Plasma etching has demonstrated viable solutions to most of the problems encountered with wet etching, with the possible exception of selectivity. Therefore, plasma etching has become the dominant technique for patterning thin films in microelectronics manufacturing.

2. Mechanism of Dry Etching
The chemical part in plasma etching mechanism can be broken down into six steps, as shown in Fig. 1. First, reactive species like atoms, molecules or ions must be generated by electron-molecule collisions. This step is vital in plasma etching because many of the gases used do not or only very slowly react with the substrate. Etchant species diffuse to the surface of the material and adsorb onto a surface site. The sticking coefficient of free radicals in general is large, though there is a high concentration of etchants on the surface. In addition free radicals will chemisorb and react with the solid surface. Product desorption is a critical step in the etch process. A free radical can react rapidly with a solid surface, but unless the product species has a reasonable vapor pressure so that desorption occurs, no etching takes place. If any of these individual processes does not occur, the overall etch cycle terminates.

A second point, which must be considered in dry etching is the bombardment of the surfaces by ions. This ion bombardment can break surface bonds, thereby creating adsorption sites as well as assisting reaction or product desorption. Energetic ions can also eject surface atoms by momentum transfer. This bombardment gives rise to the anisotropic etch profiles.

The simplest etching system is the barrel reactor. This configuration generally uses a cylindrical chamber with RF power applied to external electrodes. The wafer is placed on a holder within the chamber. A metal cage confines the glow region and shields the substrates from energetic ions and electrons in the plasma. Because of this shielding, only radicals can reach the substrates and perform the etching. In this case, the reaction is purely chemical, resulting in an isotropic etch profile. The main application for barrel systems is resist stripping.

Sputter etching is an etching technique, where the removal of surface atoms is only performed physically. In such systems, a chemically inert gas such as argon is used. Positive argon ions are generated in a glow discharge and are accelerated through an electric field to the substrate. When they strike the substrate, they transfer their momentum to the material. If the ion energy is sufficient, substrate atoms, molecules and ions are ejected and the material is etched.
Unfortunate, there are some serious drawbacks with sputter etching. The first one is the formation of a sputter trench. High energy argon ions eject secondary ions which can etch the substrate, too. If the pattern to be etched is very narrow the ejected material redeposits on the sidewalls. This can be seen in Fig. 2. Another important effect is the erosion of the mask material exposed to the beam. As a result the sidewalls are tapered.

A combination of chemical etching and sputter etching has some advantages. An enhanced profile control can be achieved, compensating the effects of redeposition and mask erosion. Furthermore, the etch rate is increased drastically compared to physical bombardment only.

The most common type of reactor is the reactive ion etching (RIE) system. In this configuration the wafers lie on the powered electrode within the plasma, so that they are exposed to energetic radiation. The plasma is sustained between the two electrodes, which can have equal or
different areas. The ratio of the areas affects the potential distribution in the plasma. The RIE configuration generally causes the wafers to be subjected to a high-energy ion bombardment. A major limiting feature of the RIE reactor is that ion bombardment flux and energy cannot be controlled independently from each other and from the plasma chemistry. For example, an attempt to increase the ion flux by increasing the rf power causes an increase in sheath potential and in extent gas dissociation in the plasma.

The strong coupling between the internal properties of the plasma has led to new reactor designs where this coupling is reduced. One example is a chemically-assisted ion-beam etcher (CAIBE) shown in Fig. 3. The basic components of this system are the electron-cyclotron-resonance (ECR) ion-beam source which produce argon ions and accelerate them towards the substrate, a substrate holder which can be tilted and rotated, turbo and backing pumps to maintain reduced pressures in the chambers, and a gas mixing system. The transfer gate valve, the transfer rod and a load lock is used to put the substrate into the process chamber without the need of exposing it to air. In addition, a Meissner-trap reduces the water vapor pressure in the process chamber, which is essential for etching Al-containing films. Because the substrate temperature is very important for etch rate and surface morphology, the substrate holder can be heated or cooled in the range of −20 °C to 120 °C. The gas feeding ring supplies this CAIBE system with the echant.

![Fig. 3: CAIBE system.](image)

The plasma in the ECR source is sustained by coupling microwave energy to the electrons in the presence of a static magnetic field such that the microwave frequency is in resonance with the electron cyclotron frequency \( \nu = eB/m \), where \( B \) is the magnetic field and \( e \) and \( m \) is the electron charge and mass, respectively. For 2.45 GHz microwaves, the field required to fulfill this equation is \( B = 87.5 \text{ mT} \). Electrons gain energy from the microwave electric field as they rotate in phase with the wave.

Two graphite grids enable the ions to be accelerated and collimate the ion beam. In our system, a gas handling system is established, which allows the control of Ar, BCl\(_3\), and Cl\(_2\) flows. It is well known that with this gases etching of AlGaAs and group–III nitrides is possible.
Supplying the ion-beam source with the etchant, an other dry etch technique, reactive ion-beam etching (RIBE), is possible. This technique is carried out in an manner analogous to ion beam-milling, except that a plasma is established with a chemically reactive gas. The ion source supplies both, the ions and the reactive radicals.

Fig. 4: GaAs sample with large amount of redeposition and rough sidewalls. The photoresist has been removed.

3. Etching Results
Using our CAIBE as a sputter-etching system, we have been able to reproduce the theoretically-expected etch profiles (Fig. 2). Fig. 4 shows a cross-sectional view of a sputter-etched GaAs sample, where the large sputter trench at the base of the sidewall can be seen. The photoresist mask has been removed after the process. A large amount of material is redeposited on the surface. The etch roughness of this sample is far away from being acceptable for optoelectronic applications. Optimization of the sputter process leads to structures shown in Fig. 5, where the sidewalls are much smoother. A small sputter trench can be observed inhibits the forming of etching trenches, but also generates redeposition on the sample surface.
First experiments have been performed on gallium nitride (GaN) samples Fig. 6 shows a sputter-etched GaN struture with a sidewall angle of approximately 45°. This kind of profile is favourable for devices with mesa structures where a good side-wall coverage with a metallization or passivation layer is needed.
**Fig. 5:** GaAs sample etched with optimized process. The sidewalls are almost steep. A small sputter trench can be observed.

**Fig. 6:** Sputter-etched GaN sample with a sidewall angle of approximately 45°.
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High-Efficiency Selectively-Oxidized MBE-Grown Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Lasers

Bernhard Weigl

Performance of Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser Diodes (VCSELs) has drastically improved using selective oxidation [1] instead of proton implantation for lateral current confinement. The modified layer structure, the laser processing, and the output characteristics of the new devices are presented. A maximum output power of 47 mW and a maximum power conversion efficiency of 47% have been achieved for devices with an active diameter of 25 μm and 20 μm in a non heatsinked configuration.

1. Layer Structure

A schematic cross-section of the VCSEL structure under investigation is shown in Fig. 1. Growth is done by solid source MBE. The active region contains 3 strained In0.2Ga0.8As quantum wells with GaAs barriers surrounded by Al0.33Ga0.67As layers for efficient carrier confinement. The bottom Bragg reflector consists of 32 n-type Si doped AlAs/GaAs quarter wavelength layer pairs. The 26 pair Al0.67Ga0.33As/GaAs p-type Be doped top reflector has an optimized doping profile [2] to reduce the electrical series resistance. A single 30-nm-thick AlAs layer is introduced as the lowest layer in the p-type mirror next to the active region to be used for selective oxidation.

![Schematic drawing of a selectively oxidized InGaAs/AlGaAs VCSEL](image)

Fig. 1: Schematic drawing of a selectively oxidized InGaAs/AlGaAs VCSEL

Mesas with diameters from 38 to 59 μm have been structured by wet chemical etching using a positive resist mask. Etching has to be stopped immediately after removing the p-doped AlAs layer outside the mesa within an accuracy of ± 100 nm. This can be achieved using in situ optical monitoring of the etching depth. Subsequent lateral selective oxidation of the AlAs layer is performed in an N2/H2O atmosphere at a temperature of 400 °C [3]. With an oxidation rate of 1.2 μm/min, an oxidation depth of 17 μm is achieved within 15 min of processing time.
This current aperture reduces the active diameters of the devices to 4-25 μm. TiPtAu p-type ring contacts and n-type GeNiAu are deposited to complete the structure.

2. Devices and Measurements

The thin AlₓOᵧ layer formed by selective oxidation is found to provide excellent current confinement for the injected carriers. Losses caused by nonradiative recombinations, absorption and defraction at the perimeter of the aperture are considerably smaller than in proton implanted devices allowing even small-single mode lasers and enhancing the efficiency of broad-area devices. The refractive index of the oxide is \( n = 1.6 \) and therefore much smaller than in the semiconductor material. The resonator is detuned in the partially oxidized areas inducing an optical wave guiding that can be described by an effective index method [4]. Theoretical analysis [5] gives an index reduction of \( \Delta n_{\text{eff}} = 6.5 \cdot 10^{-2} \) for the outer regions. In contrast to proton implanted lasers, optical guiding is well defined and can be adjusted to the device characteristics desired.

Fig. 3 shows top side output power, driving voltage, and wallplug efficiency as a function of injection current for a 20 μm active diameter VCSEL. Threshold current and threshold voltage are 3 mA and 1.65 V, respectively. Due to the differential resistance of less than 40 Ω under lasing conditions, driving voltage remains below 3.5 V up to the maximum output power of 40 mW which is limited by thermal rollover in the non heat sinked device. Optical output power is measured using a Newport 835 optical power meter with calibrated wavelength selective detector. Maximum wallplug efficiency of 47 % is observed for a driving current of 10 mA at an output power of 10.2 mW. The high power conversion efficiency is mainly due to high optical gain represented by a top side differential quantum efficiency of about 90 %. Losses are estimated to be caused by series resistance and leakage current (41 %), bottom emission (5 %) as well as residual non-radiative recombination and internal absorption in mirrors and active region (7 %).

![Fig. 2: Output power \( P_{\text{opt}} \), conversion efficiency (dashed), and voltage \( U \) as function of driving current for a VCSEL of 20 μm diameter](image)

The emission spectrum in Fig. 3 recorded at 15 mA driving current centered at 983 nm wavelength is relatively broad. The appearance of several transverse modes oscillating simultaneously is typical for an index guided VCSELs.

We believe that the high conversion efficiency observed in 20 μm diameter devices is due to very efficient optimum index guiding provided by the 30-nm-thick oxidized layer. VCSELs
Fig. 3: Emission spectrum of 20 μm VCSEL at 15 mA driving current

of larger active sizes of 25 μm show larger maximum output powers of 50 mW with slightly reduced conversion efficiencies due to current crowding effects at the edges. Generally it is found that selectively-oxidized devices are about three times as efficient as proton implanted devices produced from the very same wafer.

3. Conclusion
We have demonstrated that extremely efficient VCSELs can be fabricated using conventional solid source MBE with Be p-type dopant for wafer growth, a simple wet etching and subsequent lateral AlAs single layer oxidation. The maximum wallplug efficiency is as high as 47 % at 10 mW output power while maximum output power is above 40 mW in devices with an aperture diameter of 20 μm. High efficiency combined with high output power is favorable for producing high-power densely-packed two-dimensional arrays.
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